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Strikers merit independenl Academic Freedom 
INUMBER 22 March 22, 1979 
1"'EACHERS S1"'RIKE ENDS 
Tenta~i_ve Agreement Reached A{t(!r Two Days 
by R. Carlos Stokes 
and Carlos de Sa 
The teachers of New Jersey's eight state co lleges went on 
strike this Tuesday amid reports from state education officials 
that "significant progress" has been made in negotiations to 
end the strike . . 
Kea n College Dean of 
Students Pat Ippolito said the 
state was " fairly close to an 
agreement" since " many of the 
major issues were resolved ." 
Wednesday m orn i n g, " a 
tentative agreement had been 
reached, subject to the ratifica-
tion of the facu lty. There is a pos-
sibility that classes will resume 
this afternoon," according to a 
union spokesman. He said the 
state had given up more tha n the 
Union. 
Chief among those issues is the 
question of salary and of 
academic freedom. The state had 
in itially offered a 1.25% cost of 
livi ng increase, pro posed to 
reduce salary increm ents to 3%, 
and also to remove the union's 
contract clause protecting 
academic freedom . 
The state's latest proposal in-
cluded a 5% annual raise plus a 
1.4% hike in the average incre-
ment resulting in a 6.65 cost in-
crease to the state in the first year 
o f a two-year contract. With an 
addltlonal .65% "merit pay" fund 
\or outstanding teachers the 
second year increase would 
average 7.5%. 
According to Frank Mason, 
the state's chief labor negotia-
tor, the increase would become 
effective within six m onths, thus 
reducing the state's first-year 
offer to 4.35%. Mason also ad-
m itted that the state's proposal 
cut current annual salary incre-
ments in half. 
The Union had reported ly 
been asking for a 12% wage h ike 
in order to keep up with infla-
tion . Union officials have stated 
that academic freedom is not a 
major issue in reaching a settle-
ment. 
The Council of New Jersey 
State College Locals of the 
A me ri c an Fe d e r ation of 
Teachers (A FT) is the ba rgaining 
agent for the approximately 
3,200 teachers instructing over 
60,000 students in the state 
colleges. 
Repo rts from other colleges 
indicate that the strike is about 
65% effective . Statewide, 
students appear to be honoring 
the str ike by not crossing the 
picket l ine or attending classes. 
Accord ing to Dean Ippolito, 
the strike at Kean appears to be 
50% effective, with a 50% to 75% 
student attendance based upon 
classroom figures and the 
number of cars entering the 
college. 
Union figures assess the strike 
as 90% effective statewide and 
well above the figures c ite d b y 
the administrat ion at Kean 
College. 
" All of the services in the 
college are open and available to 
students," stated Ippolito. He 
also said the other unions (main-
t enance , food ser v ice s, 
secretar ies, etc.) were sym-
pathetic to the strikers, " but they 
weren 't sympathetic enough to 
go out with them." 
At least o ne of three em-
ployees of the Theater for Per-
forming Arts who w ork under 
Robert Fr iedman, a union 
membert is honoring the strike. 
One program in the Little 
Theater has already been 
cancelled as a result of the 
absence of a technician. 
Ippolito said the union and ad-
minist ration take the position 
that " peop le should do what 
thei r conscience tells them to 
and shou ld not be forced one 
w ay or the other." 
Abou t 10 to 12 pickets were 
repo rted at each of the entra nces 
to Kean Col lege. The p ickets 
were "orderly," but some har-
rassment occurred as students 
and faculty tried to cross the 
picket lines. 
At Kean, one faculty member 
who was not honoring the strike 
reported that his p hotograph 
was taken by one of the 
picketers. 
Union spokesman Tony 
Marino said he had two con-
firmed reports that members of 
the admin istration of two state 
colleges went out to the picket 
lines and said that the strike was 
just about over. One of the ad-
ministrators reportedly said that 
Chancellor of Higher Education 
Edward Hollander had ordered 
him to make that assertion. 
On Wednesday Stude nt 
Organization of Kean College 
re leased its official " strike posi-
tion." It was signed by Student 
Org. President Ray Parente and 
stated: 
Pho to by Rob Axelson 
Strikins faculty at Kean -picketed in orderly fashion a~, in spite of"; 
few isolated instances, there was no harruunent of those who chose 
to cro~ the picket line. 
"Student Orpn~~9"1• l~. 
has taken the positldn'·tt.,- we 
will neither support nor oppose 
the current d ispute between the 
A.F.T. and the State. 
" Student Organization, Inc. 
b--. 
a stu n ~ , 1.'he 
d ispute end as so on as possible. 
No actions by this body an£,,.._ 
dinR concernig injunctions or 
(Continued on page 4) 
CCB Proposal Approved 
Parente Disrupts Counci I 
Student O rganizat ion Presi-
dent Ray Parente broke a 13-13 
deadlock, at Friday even ing's 
b y Robert Siniakin 
dent. They did away with the 
checks and ba lances that Student 
Organ ization has when it comes 
to fi nance policy. " 
Linden Refinery Erupts 
Cou ncil meeting, casting his vote 
in favor of giving the Col lege 
Center Board an addi ti onal of 
$13,000 for an upcoming concert 
on May 10th and an All College 
Pi cnic. 
Ignori ng the wav ing hands of 
Council mem bers· and angry 
cries of " poi nt of o rder, M r. 
Chairman!," Parente inst ructed 
Usuall y al l fi nancia l matters 
come before the Finance Boa rd 
for their decisi on. If the board 
rejects a grou·p's proposal , the 
group can then appeal the 
Fi nance Board decision to the Ex-
ecutive Board and then to the 
Council in that order. 
by Carlos de Sa 
An explosion which was heard 
as far as Brooklyn , New York , 
ripped through Exxon 's Bayway 
Ref inery in Linden early Tues-
day morning at about 12:30 a.m . 
One student who was in Kean 
College at the time said , " the sky 
lit up like an Aurora Borealis." 
O thers also noticed the " bright 
orange g low" in the sky looming 
over the tops of bui ldings . 
The explosion occu rred in a 
processing unit w hich re f ines 
crude oil for use as home heating 
fu el and other products. Several 
inju ries were reported , but no 
death. 
A ccording to anJ xxon spokes-. .. .. ..... ~ ... ' .. 
Photo by Ralph Abbate 
man, the tire was extinguished 
after several hours. 
The fire attracted a number of 
onlookers who assembled along 
blocked-off Route 278. 
The Independent photo-
graphy team captured the blaze 
close up before the State Police, 
with a paddy wagon in tow, 
cleared the higbw.ay of people. 
. CC B's Chairman Bob Reilly, who 
came to address Counci l, to con-
tinue with his presentation . 
Some Council members eyed 
Parente's actions as disrespect-
ful to the Council because he did 
not announce the final vote and 
refused to allow members w ho 
had voted 'present not voting' to 
change their votes. 
Sen ior Class Council member 
Gerald Massenburg, in an inter-
view after the Cou ncil meeti ng, 
said " I don' t know if he (Parente) 
was pressured for time or not. I 
think he should have been a little 
more respectful to those Fresh-
man Class Council members 
who wished to be recognized ." 
Massenburg also felt that CCB 
should not have received the 
additional. " After CCB has run a 
so-called successful program 
and they already have a $110,000 
budget, I don ' t think they should 
have got the money, especially 
when educational programs 
have difficulty rece iving fun-
ding," he said . 
Senior Counci l member and 
Finance Board member Rena ldo 
Stokes echoed these sentiments 
· after the Council meeti ng: " The 
Counci l set a dangerous prece-
Stokes added, " What 's the use 
of a finance board when a 
proposal comes straight to the 
Council floor and is never 
b rought before the Finance 
Board . From now on, any funded 
group could conceivably go 
st raight to Council without going 
to t he Fi nance Board for addi-
ti ona ls." 
Reilly also asked Council for 
hel p in securing dates for events 
in t he Wilkins Theater. Reilly 
complained that CCB has been 
unable to schedu le concerts 
because of the lack o f dates. 
Fi nally, Reilly attacked the 
Independent for thei r lack o f 
allegedly advertisin g CC B 
events. He referred to the Com ix 
section in the Indy as " shit. " 
A committee was formed com-
posed of Dean of Students Pat 
Ippolito, Reilly, and Editor in 
Chief Jim Coholan to find a solu-
tion to CCB's grievance. 
In other business, Council ap-
proved an additional of $300 to 
the class of 1980 to enable them 
to run a theater trip to the 
Brpadway plcl)' ~ini • . -~. . .. . 
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Newsbeat 
SA ls In Spanish At Kean 
KEAN COLLl:G!: will administer the Scolastic Aptitude I est (SA I) in 
Spanish on April 7, 1979. The test will be given in Willis Hall at ':1:30 
A.M. 
The SAT i_s. a mandatory entrance requirement tor most colleges 
and un1versItIes 1n the United States. Those interested in taking the 
test, or who wish more information about it. should contact Maria 
1 obenas, Assistant to the Director ot Admissions. at 527-2195 bet ore 
March 31, 1979. 
Subliminal Seduction 
INDEPENDENT 
by Walter McAdams 
Last week the dilemma ot the 
drug-dependent veteran was the 
major teature oi this article. 
lntere~tingly, the drug which is 
most otten misused and to which 
the greatest number of people 
are dependent is not generally 
Dr. Wilson Bryan Key will tell how individuals can protect thought ot as being a drug at all. 
themselves tor the blandishments ot media barrage 1n a lecture en- l hat drug is alcohol. 
titled: " Subliminal Seduction : Media Manipulation ot a Not So In - Alcoholism is both wide-
nocent America " in TheuttleTfieatreot ·K-ean College. n March 22 at spread and on the rise in the 
12:15 P.M . The multi-media presentation is ottered tree to th epublic. -- Vf.!!ted States. It is not a weakness 
• ot character; it is a disease j _ust 
Protecting Your Money like leukemia or tuberculosis. 
"Protecting Your Money " will be the topic ot a tree sem inar Furthermore, it can be just as 
ottered in the Alumni Lounge .ot Kean College on March 22 at 12:15 destructive and deadly. 
P.M. Seats will be available to the public on a first-come . tirst-served Perhaps the most tragi c fact 
basis . about alcohol is the efiect it has 
on "i nnocen t bystanders" - the 
tamily and triends ot the 
alcoholic. They, too, become 
caught up in the web of guilt, 
recriminations , selt-deceit and 
depression to which the 
alcoholic tails victim. 
. Dr. Babu Ghanta, protessor ot Economics and Management 
Sciences at Kean, will discuss investment procedures, insurance, ban-
king, pensions and other topics related to maintaining savings during 
an 1ntlat1onary economy. 
••1he Winslow Boy» 
In addition to Alcoholics 
Anonymous, there is a local 
organization to help not only the 
alcoholic, but his family and 
triends as well. SHA R!: (Seton 
Hall Alcoholism Recovery Effort) 
was organ ized by people who 
have had personal experience 
with alcoholism in the hope of 
providing a means of combatting 
the disease. 
SHARE believes that a form of 
group therapy helps both 
alcohoJics and their love-d ones 
come to grips with their 
problems. Also, SHARE provides 
an opportunity for all effected by 
alcoholism to receive the mutual 
assistance, support and 
understanding of others familiar 
with their 'Situation. 
_ It you think that either you or 
someone you know may be 
suttering from a so-called "d rin-
king problem " , come to the 
Community House at Seton Hall 
March 22, 1979 
University at 9:00 PM any Mon-
day. Each week the group meets 
to discuss how to recognize, 
treat, and deal with the problem 
ot alcoholism. 
•••••• 
Veterans have been expres-
sing concern over the effect 
which the proposed strike could 
have on their entitlements. 
Providing the strike does not last 
more t han a couple of weeks, it 
will most likely have no effect 
whatsoever. It may be reassuring 
to know that a similar strike in 
1974 lasted only eight days. If the 
strike materializes, veterans are 
advised to continue their studies 
as if nothing had happened, with 
the assurance that information 
will be forthcoming from the 
V.A. office if there is any danger 
to their benefits. 
" The Winslow Boy" will be the second otteri ng in the Kean Lo liege 
English Department tilm series on adolescents-in-confli ct. I he tflm 
presentation, tree and open to the public , will be at 3:00 and tJ:00 
P.M. on M arch 28 in Hutchinson Hall (Room j-100) at Kean. The Homesteader 
l he audience is invited to participate in discussion toll owing the 
tilm with college fa cu lty Dr. Charles Fethe, Dr. Bonnie Kind. Dr. Dan 
DiSalvi and Linden city attorney, Mr. Jerome Krueger . 
Further information is available by cal ling protessor Sidney 
Krueger, tilm series coordinator and Kean College English taculty , at 
527-2298. 
.. lhe Assertive W oman And Man" 
EVE, a community service ot Kean College, is sponsoring a six-ses-
sion workshop, "l he Assertive Woman and Man , .. whi ch will meet 
Tuesday evenings beginning April 3, trom 7:40 to 9:40 P.M . 
l he workshop is designed to promote assertive expression ot 
teelings and beliets through group discussion, role playing and th e 
use ot video tape. Individuals will have an opportunity to develop 
assertive skills in an atmosphere ot respect and responsibility. 
1 he tee is $50 and registration deadline is March 27. Janet Gordon, 
human development co nsultant , ot East Brunswick, is the instructor. 
NOW Holds State Conterence 
1he New Jersey unit of the National Organization tor Women 
(NOW-NJ) will hold its 7th annual State Conference on March 31 and 
April 1 al the Holiday Inn Jetport, Routes 1 and 9 South, Elizabeth. I he 
Conterence thus returns to northern New Jersey after meeting tor 
two consecutive years in Camden County. 
The annual gathering is held to set priorities , to elect leadership , 
and to share expertise and gather new information tor the yea r 
ahead. 
Workshops will be held on such topi cs as women and violence , 
reproductive treedom, strategies for the Equal Rights Amendment , 
women and religion , and many more issue areas of interest to 
feminists . Three separate sessions are scheduled, including one Sun-
day atternoon " playshop" slot when conference participants may 
choose among such lighter topics as Men in the Women ·s 
Movement: lhere's a Place for Us and Liberating Massage. 
Members will vote whether or not to elect two Ass istant Coor-
dinators as well as State Coordinator, Treasurer, and Secretary, thus 
expanding the growing women 's civil rights organization ·s executive 
committee. For additional information cal l the NOW-NJ Hotline at 
(201) 761-4479 or (609) 665-8224. 
NJ National Guards Otters Bonus 
Persons who enlist in the New Jersey Army National Guard during a 
90-day period beginning Mar. 15 will be eligible for a $1 ,500 bonus or 
a total of $2,000 in education aid. 
The $1,500 enlistment incentive is payable in stages over tour years. 
An enlistee gets $750 after completing initial active duty training , $200 
after completing the second year in the Guard , a not her $200 aiter the 
third and $350 after the fourth. 
The educational assistance provides for expenses - tuition , tees , 
books - at a rate of $500 per school year. An enliste·e is eligible tor a 
total of $2,000 over his or her term of enlistment . Interested in-
dividuals should contact their loca l Guard unit for details. 
Conference On Deinstitutionalization 
The Institute of Child Study, a university attiliated program at Kean 
College is sponsoring a conference on Preparing Individuals for 
Community Living - Emerging Problems of Deinstitutionalization, 
to be held March 16, 1979, from -;30 - 4:00 at the College. 
The conference will focus on the deinstitutionalization ot in-
dividuals classified as mentally retarded, and will address emerging 
problems of adjusting to community life after having spent years in an 
institution. The conference will also cons ider community reactions to 
group homes for these individuals. For further information , contact 
Dr. Rona Shaw, Institute of Child Study, (ext. 2460). 
Your Older Parent 
An unusual discussion group for those who are facing a major 
change or crisis in the lives of their elderly parents is being sponsored 
by the Center for Continuing Education at Kean College. 
" Let 's Talk About Your Older Parent " is being held on tour succes-
sive Tuesday evenings beginning March 13 from 7:40 to 9:10 p.rn . 
Donna Gaffney, R.N.M.A. , a clinical specialist in psychiatric nursing , 
is the leader. 
The group will explore in depth such areas as the family , the 
characteristics of aging, how to be comfortable with one's own and 
one's parent's aging and how to deal with the system when an older 
pe~son is in a nursing home. For further information , please call 527-
2163 or 2210. 
Campus Housing Consumer (_}ommentary 
l his is your ever mordant 
Homesteader. I hope everyone is 
enjoying the weather, it 's begin-
ning to look alot like Spring. 
I realize that Spring is just 
. around the corner, and Spring 
has alot ot good things to offer, 
but it also has alot ot bad things 
that come with it. And I don' t 
mean hay lever! 
During the months of March , 
April and May, many residents 
catch the " lever." I 'm talking 
about the dreaded "Spring 
Fever" disease that we are all 
allergic to. 
It is because ot the Spring fever 
that the turnover rate ot resi-
dents is constant. 
Many old residents who have 
had the disease too many times 
are torced to pack up and leave. 
You see as the leaves or. trees 
return, cumulative averages tall. 
I know that ottentirnes it is 
hard tor residents to ki ck the 
disease, but when the sun is 
shining, classrooms do not seem 
appealing. I'm positive that if the 
Spring semester was cancelled , 
the dismissal rate would be alot 
lower. 
It 's quite obvious that the Spr-
ing semester won 't be cancelled , 
so we are simply going to have to 
put up with the sunshine and 
classes. 
It you should happen to tee I a 
case ot Spring fever corning on, 
don 't panic! l he best thing to do 
is make yourself a schedule and 
stick to it. 
Residents catch Spring fever 
much more olten than commu-
ters , and the outcome is tar 
worse. Let 's face it, it 's rough 
packing your possessions tor the 
last time because you have to . 
Another problem with Spring 
lever is the symptoms that ac-
company the dreaded disease. 
For some reason Spring fever 
sutterers are· compelled to toss 
around frisbees , baseballs , toot-
balls, beer bottles, etc., you 
name it. 
Ottentimes these foreign ob-
jects are attracted to bedroom 
and living room windows , and 
you know how long it takes to 
receive new windows. Ll:l 'S 
FACE 11 £ !:Vl:N Armand 's Army 
isn 't immune to the fever. 
Another symptom of the fever 
is temporary deafness. Resi-
dents infected with the disease 
ca n easily -be detected , because 
they tend to increase the volume 
on televisions, as well as stereo. 
An interesting variation of this 
symptom attects Monmouth 
Road residents. Strangely 
enough these residents develop 
enhanced perceptual abilities. 
I hey are able to see and hear 
Kean residents enjoy i ng 
themselves. ~orne Monmouth 
Road residents can even hear 
arguments going on between 
roommates! 
Because ot the fever, more and 
more resident~ will tind them-
selves spending most ot their 
time in the quad gym, and tennis 
courts. It is also during this time 
that large amounts ot alcoholic 
beverages are co nsumed. 
Believe me, it 's the fever! 
I here is only one way to im-
munize yourselves against Spr-
ing lever. You have to be aware 
that you can indeed catch it and 
also contaminate your tellow 
residents and friends. 
Don ' t allow yourseli to miss 
classes tor a " quick" game of 
tennis or basketball. The lever 
only believes in long games. 
Consider yourself lucky some 
residents suffer trom the " Senior 
Blues" as well as Spring fever . 
Don 't become a statistic! (Is 
that dramatic? ) It is also during 
the Spring months that the heat 
is turned oft and the air co ndi-
tioning is eventually turned on. 
For the air conditioning to 
work eftectively all windows 
have to be shut. Just like the heat, 
the air conditioning may get to 
be excessive. It only the damn 
thermostat in the buildings 
would work properly! 
A number of apartments will 
also experience problems with 
the air conditioning/ heating 
ducts, som etimes the damn 
. things leak. l here is nothing 
worse than waking up in a pud-
dle of water because you like 
sleepin~ under the duct. I gave 
(Continued on page 15) 
CORRECTION 
In the lead cover story of the March 15 
Independent; Faculty Vote in Favor of a Strike, 
there was an omission in the ,third paragraph . 'f he 
second sentence should read, "The vote did not 
represent a majority of professors since many who 
are not members of the union, or are adjunct 
taculty, did not vote.,, Inserting, " or are adjunct 
taculty." 
The Independent regrets this error. 
Some People 
Graduate from college 
Get a job 
Get married 
Start a fam ily 
Get promoted 
Retire at 65 . 
Other People 
Graduate from college 
Join Peace Corps or VISTA 
Travel & experience the 
world 
Get a job, get married , etc . 
Retire at 65 . 
The choice is yours 
PEACE CORI'S and VISTA recruiter will be con-
ducting interviews with seniors and grad 
students Monday, April 2 in the Career Place-
ment Office. 
· ·•-• '-•• --, . .., . .., 
by Kevin Paul Perrine 
The Townsend Lectu re Series 
and The Irish Club presented 
internationally known British 
lawyer Alistair Logan. Mr. Logan 
is a leading authority on prisoner 
law and prisoners' rights in Nor-
thern Ireland. What follows here 
is a brief response to Alistair 
Logan 's presentation. 
The country of Ireland is a 
. beautifu l ly scenic and peaceful 
land. However, the six counties 
in the no rth of Ireland are 
plagued with social ugliness. It is 
this small section o f the country, 
i.e. Northern Ireland, to wh ich 
this column refers. 
Despite a lack of awareness, on 
the part of the American people, 
the living conditions existing in 
Northern Ireland are despicable 
(especially for catholics) . One 
out of every seven children lives 
in conditions which have been 
declared unfit for human habi-
tation. The repressive and brutal 
armed police force can arrest 
anyone without charging them 
with a crime. And innocent per-
sons are killed by their neigh-
bors, because they maintain dif-
fering religious and/ or political 
beliefs. 
The armed police force in 
Northern Ireland is the Royal 
Ulster Constabulary (RUC). This 
force, empowered by " Special 
Acts Legislation," can arrest a 
person with very li~tle cause. The 
RUC can hold someone, against 
their will, for as long as they wish. 
This is due to a legal provision 
which allows the police to hold a 
person for a seven day period 
without charging that person 
with a crime. Then, after seven 
days a person is " tree." But that 
"tree" person may be re-
arrested for another seven day 
period. This process can be 
repeated over and over again. 
So, if the RUC wants you in jail, 
then that is where you will be. 
victed of a terrorist act, a bom-
bing, which occurred approxi-
mately one and one half hours 
from the place where she was 
arrested. However, she was 
arrested only forty-five minutes 
after the bombing incident. Ob-
viously, it is improbable that she 
was the '·bomber," but she is in 
prison because she signed a 
sworn confession. When a 
student asked Mr. Logan how 
t he RUC was ab le to get a con-
fession from her he respon ded as 
follows: "They (the RUC) beat 
the shit out o f her ... You w i ll 
have brutality in your police sta-
tions just as we in England have 
brutality in ours. But what we are 
talking about in Northern 
Ireland is systematic brutality as 
an integral part of police in-
terrogation practices ... repres-
sive British practices to maintain 
control of Northern Ireland's 
potential ' problem areas 
(catholic areas) ... " 
The sole purpose of setting up 
the state of Northern Ireland is to 
allow the protestants to control 
the six northern counties. The 
counties borders have been 
gerrymandered (manipulated so 
as to benefit the manipulators), 
by the protestants in order for 
their voter strength to be main-
tained. Thereby, the protestants 
continue to politically control 
the catholics in this area. The 
cathol ics are not an oppressed 
minority, contrarily, in many 
places the catholics are the op-
pressed majority. 
Mr. Logan is concerned about 
the gross inequities which exist 
between the treatment of catho-lics and the treatment of pro-
testants who are accused of com-
mitting criminal acts. A sixteen-
year-old-boy named Fitzsim-
mons is currently serving a seven 
year prison sentence, in solitary 
confinement with no clothes and 
no recreation, for possession of a 
INDEPENDENT 
fi r earm. Fitzsim m o n s is a 
catholic. The cha rges leveled 
against him were for the posses-
sion of an unspecified weapon, 
at an unspecified time, at an un-
specified place. Can you imagine 
this kind of charge being 
brought against you? While Fitz-
simmons is serving his extremely 
unjust sentence, a protestant 
man was arrested with a sub-
machine gun in bis possession • 
The protestant man is current ly 
out on bail. 
One may wonder why the 
British Government con t inues 
the practice o f ' keeping down' 
the catholics in Northern 
Ireland. Mr. Logan was asked 
about the British peoples ' feel-
ings pertaining to British 
presence in Northern Ireland. 
He spoke of Britain 's self image ... 
" Many people in Britain would 
like to think of our nation as a 
second rate power, in fact, they 
would even like to think that we 
are a f irst rate power, when, in 
reality we are only a third rate 
power. " Logan feels that Britain 's 
traditionally powerful status may 
be related to the policy of de-
Alistair Logan is a leading authority on prisoner's rights in Northern 
Ireland. 
gradation toward the Irish 
people. Clearly, there are British 
people who feel that they are 
superior to the peoples of other 
lands, and they certainly feel that 
they are better than the Irish. 
Mr. Logan commented on the 
difficulties in seeking to influ-
ence public opinion pertaining 
to the British Government's 
policy toward Northern Ireland. 
He said that if his speech were 
made in his country, and the 
British Government construed 
his words to be critical of the 
government's policy in the nor-
thern counties in lrela"nd, he 
would be placed in prison for 
five years. So, Americans should 
not expect the British Govern-
ment to leave Northern Ireland 
·n response to public opinion. 
Americans should not turn their 
attention away from the atro-
cious actions of the British sup-
ported Royal Ulster Constabu-
lary. We must examine possible 
solutions to the complex 
problems which exist in Nor-
thern Ireland. (Perhaps we 
would care more about the Irish 
if they had oil to sell to the 
. United States). 
'l'wo Centuries-Later 
by Michael Furda 
In our last installment we dis-
cussed the need for American 
voters to afford greater atten-
tion to domestic concerns when 
choosing a new president or in 
choosing to keep the present 
one. 
President Carter, in spite of his 
limited successes in foreign af-
fairs i.e. normalization with 
China, Mid-East negotiations), 
has demonstrated a certain lack 
of sophistication in his dealings 
here at home. It has become un-
mista kingly clear that he 
possesses no grasp of the real 
politik, or politics as it is and as it 
works. 
Congressional leaders of the 
President's own party have 
recently been quoted as express-
ing concern over the lack of a 
viable working relationship 
between the Congress and th& 
White House. Congressman 
Wright of Texas, the House Ma-
jority Leader, stated that 
although the President is ad-
mired for his integrity it seems 
that same integrity is the root of 
many of his political problems on 
the Hill. The President is ex-
periencing the same malaise that 
Governor Byrne did in his early 
years in office. He is trying to live 
the old saying that all mothers 
want their sons to be president, 
but he doesn't want to become a 
politician in the process. Con-
-sr-onan w.-,ght h- _,d ,ha, he, 
Once a person has been 
arrested by the RUC there is 
reason for that person to be fear-
ful. An alarming percentage of 
prisoners in Northern Ireland are 
convicted solely upon the basis 
of sworn confessions. These con-
fessions are secured while the 
··suspects" are in the custody of 
the police. Mr. Logan spoke of a 
catholic woman who was con-
Krones Korner 
and many of his colleagues get 
the impression that the Presi-
dent doesn't like to deal with 
them because he considers them 
corrupt politicians. Of all the 
recommendations for Federal 
appointments that Wright has 
sent to the White House only 
one has been approved, and that 
was a non-paying position. 
President Carter seems guilty 
of what Adlai Stevenson called 
one o f the twin sins of politi-
cians, " self-righteousness." 
Perhaps the President needs to 
be reminded of his 1970 Georgia 
Gubernatorial campaign in 
which he openly courted a 
" Lester Maddox" image to win 
the election . 
A few years ago, the news 
came out that a great incon-
venience would be lifted from 
the shoulders of Kean College 
students. Somebody was going 
to open up a bank on campus 
Al lEN flON 
L1ounselors & 
.._\]Jecialists 
Beautiful Coed Camp in Pocono Mountains 
Salary Uange $350-$1000 
Ua Yid !Vlargolis 
Assistant LJ1rector 
will be inte rviewing on campus 
Thursday, March 22, 1979, 9 a.m.-4 p.m. 
For .further in.formation and appointments 
go to the Oj/ ice of Career Planning 
and Placement or contact: 
NEW JEkSEY YMHA-YWHA CAMPS 
589 Central A venue 
East Orange, N.J. 07018 
(201) 678-7070 
" for our convenience. " The idea 
was that all students, commu-
ters as well as residents, faculty 
and staff members could go to 
classes and do their banking on 
campus as well. 
Sounds like a great idea. Com-
muters would save a t rip to their 
own bank and residents 
wouldn 't have to go home every 
two days for money. It wo uld 
probably be great if t hey ser i-
ously opened up a real bank wi t h 
rea l hours and tellers who could 
do compl icated things like add 
and subtract. 
This bank is fucked up l More 
than one account has been 
turned upside-down and ass-
backwards and nobody wants to 
be responsible for the errors. 
The convenience aspect is now 
defunct. If you can find the time 
to open an account, you don't 
have a Brazilian 's chance in Italy 
of getting it back out again. Their 
hours are shorter than the pro-
verbial shortstick. They are only 
open from 10 to 2 and most resi -
dents aren' t even awake by then. 
Most Krones aren' t even home 
yet from the night before. 
Checking accounts take the 
worst beating of all. It seems like 
just for f un they bounce every 
f ifth check, whether you have 
money in your account or not. 
Then t hey tell you they' re sorry, 
but they still want their $7.50 
charge. Fuck you I A $7.50 charge 
for bouncing a five dollar check? 
That kind of robbery doesn 't get 
picked up by the surveilliance 
cameras. 
It seems like most people have 
a problem there sooner or later. 
If you haven' t had_a problem yet, 
just wait. Your number will come 
up and you ' ll get taken to the 
cleaners, too. You don't see 
many smiling faces around there 
except for Nathan Weiss, and he 
always has that shit-eating grin 
on his fa ce anyway. He should be 
more li ke his cohort Ephram 
Zimbalist Greenberg, t he great 
stone fa ce. 
If you thought the residence 
hall elevator~ keep you wait ing, 
that's nothing compared to the 
interest rates at our convenient 
(bullshit) on-campu s bank. They 
NEVER go up. 
Convenient, shit ! They aren' t 
doing us any favors . WE THE 
KRONES demand that a real 
bank that is really there for the 
convenience of the students arid 
not themselves should be 
brought to this campus. 
WE THE KRONES do not take 
the bank seriously, but there are 
a number of fucked up goings-
on around here. The problem is 
we are usually too drunk to th ink 
of what they are. We really enjoy 
busting balls, so if you have 
anyone or anything you 'd like to 
see get raked over the coals, 
drop us a line at the Indy office. 
You can drop us a couple of 
beers, too. 
P.S. Franklin State can shove 
their short hours a long way to 
where they' ll do the most good. 
We are not disclaiming the 
need or desirabi lity for integrity 
in government and pol iti cs. In-
tegrity is essential, but just as 
essential is the need for com-
promise. They should be, as John 
Kennedy wrote, " ... compro-
mises o f issues, not of pri n-
ciples. We can compromise our 
political positions, b ut not 
ourselves. We can resolve the 
clash o f interests witho ut con-
ceding our ideals." It is those in 
our society who harbor extrem-
ist views and are unwilling to 
bend in the interest o f the com-
mon good that are the most 
dangerous elements within .it. 
The American politi cal experi-
ence has always been one of 
struggle between potent oppos-
ing factions. But, out o f t hese 
conflicts, wh ich threaten to tear 
the fabric o f government, com-
prom ise always seems to 
emerge. It was even that way in 
the beginning in Philadelphia . It 
is the ability of these opposing 
forces to compromise, to teach a 
politically expedient goal or 
modus operandi which has 
enabled our system to function 
and survive. The quicker the 
President learns this political fact 
of life the better off both he and 
the country will be. 
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Janice M. Murray Picked 
As The New Assistant Dean 
by Bill McC lynn 
Janice M . Murray, Associate 
Dean ot Oberlin College in 
Ohio, has been picked from a list 
ot 178. applicants to become the 
new Assistant Dean of Students 
at Kean College in June. 
Murray received her B.A . in 
Social Studies at Trenton State in 
June 1973, and her M.A. in 
Student Personnel Services at 
Ohio State University in August 
1974. 
The College Search Commit-
tee, charged with selecting a new 
assistant dean, consisted of ten 
members who met from mid-
December to the beginning of 
De•n of Students P.at tppolito wid he w•s very pie.sect with the com- the Spring semester in order to 
min~•, "effort to choose the best person for the colle,se." 
I BS Convention: 
State College Radio System 
by Al Schaefer 
Four ot the eight New Jersey 
State Colleges gathered together 
to torm a State College radio 
system at the Intercollegiate 
Broadcasting System in Wash-
ington last weekend. 
The colleges, Kean , Trenton 
State, Glassboro, and Jersey City 
State were called together by 
WKCU 's General Manager, Bob 
Wade. 
"The feeling was that tour re-
spective stations would benefit 
our audiences better it we ex-
changed information ," stated 
Wade. 
l he other tour State Col leg es 
also have been invited to join the 
system. l he System was tested 
Monday initiating the start of a 
State College Radio Network. 
The system was started to help 
keep the students inlormed ol 
the teachers ' strike. 
The students attending the 
meeting also plan to organize a 
State College Radio Associa-
tion. Two members ot each radio 
station will sit on the board to 
help solve mutual problems and 
exchange programs. 
Other events ot the Conven-
tion included workshops, semi-
nars, and exchang·es ol ideas 
amongst the over 4,000 dele-
gates attending tram all over the 
United States. 
Ken Bellero, Station Manager 
felt " on a whole, it was very 
beneficial tor all the station 
members who attended . We all 
have returned with a vast 
amount ot new and innovative 
ideas to help WKCU continue to 
build. " 
-l'horo by Rob Axelson 
Al Sch.aeter, fred R.aimondi, M.arie Fid.ali, .and D.avePleulerof WKCU 
recently returned from the IBS Convention. 
Teachers Strike 
(Continued from page 1) 
any-other legal action against the 
Union. An injunction at this time 
would only hinder the negotia-
tion process which is needed to 
settle ~his current dispute. 
' "Our primary concern during 
this dispute is to protect and 
guarantee students ' rights dur-
ing the strike. It will be left up to 
the individual to make a deci-
sion either supporting or op-
posing the labor dispute. 
"No student shall be penal-
ized tor honoring the strike 
concerning class attendance. 
However every student should 
continue to work independen-
tly following their particular 
course syllabus. 
" Any questions concerning 
the current status of the strike or 
any grievance should be 
directed to the Kean College Hot 
Line, 527-2330 or Student Org. 
Inc. 289-6200." 
At Trenton State College and 
Jersey City State, where the 
student government issued 
strong anti-strike positions, 
some ot the most effecti~ 
pickets were staged with about 
80% ot the faculty honoring the 
strike. · 
According to reports gathered 
(Continued on page 8) 
ABilalian 
Perspective 
by Byron Still 
Spring is here: and accom-
panying it is a new way of life on 
this and all other college cam-
puses. Students and some faculty 
members will start to hang out . 
The grass that has been trying to 
grow by the inches will now be 
killed by the feet and bodies of 
students sprawled out taking in 
the sunshine, fresh air, and in-
teresting sights. 
Our minds and eyes will 
wander, as we stretch our mus-
cles and spark up our joints. For 
those who are not satisfied with 
mother Nature's own beauty, the 
gentlemen will assist you by 
sporting bare chests and short 
pants, and those fine sisters will 
overwhelm you with tube tops, 
halters, shorter than short shorts , 
and practically nothing but 
birthday suits. 
Then, for those who don ' t care 
tor the smell ot natural green 
grass, dattodils , roses or 
whatever , I 'm sure you won 't 
have to walk tar to smell Colom-
bian , Acapulco Gold, Hash or 
paraquat. 
Or, tor those who can ' t deal 
with the constant chirping of 
birds or barking of dogs, just 
clean the wax out of your ears 
and listen for the oncoming 
sounds of someone 's box blast-
ing out Lonnie Liston Smith, Gil 
Scott Heron (do you have your 
tickets?) , Sister Sledge, Ch ic, or 
your favorite group. And, I'm 
sure, some nut will be showing 
his or her excitement with an 
ear-shattering scream. 
I don' t know about you , but 
myself, I ca n 't wait. Just imagine : 
a sense of treedom after months 
of fighting the perils of Wi nter 's 
burdened ties and restri ctions. 
What a shame, though, that 
some of you will get so involved 
in these new happenings that 
you will forget that you 're here 
to go to class, get that degree, 
and get out ot here. 
It 's too bad that some of you 
who hang out nolCI, will miss 
classes and be forced to have 
another restriction placed upon 
you - that ot having to come 
back another year . 
However, some ot you will get 
lucky, it that 's what you want to 
call it. You know what I'm talking 
about, and it you don 't , maybe 
after you get those dismissal 
notices you will. Luckily, some ot 
us w ill be smart enough to heed 
my advice and attend those 
classes so you can determine 
your own restrictions . 
Whatever your case will be, 
whatever you do and jam-on, 
happy sightseeing , good 
smoking, your fate is in your own 
hands. 
arr ive at the proper choice. The 
committee eventually decided 
to interview 11 candidates , and 
then narrowed their search to 
three people, from whom Mur-
ray was selected . · 
Dean o f Students Pat Ippol ito 
approved the committee 's 
thoroughness, stating, " I'm very 
pleased with their effort to 
choose the best person for the 
college. There were many 
people who had credentials." 
According to President 
Nathan Weiss, " Ms. Murray is a 
competent and capable woman 
in many areas." 
Murray was unanimously ap-
proved by the Board of Trustees 
on the recommendation of 
President Weiss and Dean of 
Students Ippolito. 
The students, faculty, and ad-
ministrators who sat on the 
Search Committee praised the 
new Assistant Dean of Students. 
"Ms. Murray is a very impressive 
woman," said Diane Early, Assis-
tant Director of Financial Aid, 
"an innovative woman with in-
novative ideas." 
Dee Shiposh , a faculty 
member, stated , " W e are very 
fortunate to have a woman who 
has so many qualifications. She 
has a beautiful way of relating to 
people." 
"She can talk to a different var-
iety of people; the administra-
tion, the faculty, and most im-
portant, the students," added 
Dr. Peggy Dunn, an English 
professor. 
Ray Parente, President o f 
Student Org. said, " She made 
some witty remarks during the 
interview. Ms. Murray is a 
woman with a lot of poise." 
Evening Student Council 
President Bob Yanus concurred 
by stating, " It is my belief that as 
we all get to know Ms. Murray, 
we will all like her. " 
The other members of the 
Search Committee were: Derek 
Dent, member of the Third 
World Movement, Seymour 
Beckman, Graduate Student 
Council President, Mike Lunga, 
President of the Alumni Assoc-
iation, Jose Quiles from the 
Counseling Center, and Raul 
Rogers, President of the Spanish 
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Native Americans, Part 111 
The Old Man And 11he Indian 
by Lori Kemper 
Wai ting anxiously upon the 
doorstep ot an old house on 
Madison Avenue in Elizabeth, 
two photographers from the 
Independent and myself were 
greeted and a bit startled by an 
elderly, quite distinguished gen-
tleman dressed in the tradition-
al attire ot an American Indian 
Chi et. 
I almost expected Dr. Arthur 
Cole to be a man of dark skin , 
high cheek bones, squinty eyes, 
and hairless teatures. Instead, I 
tound him to be light skinned, 
and rather fair in complexion . 
He traces his ancestry to the 
Maytlower, and claims to be 
Algonquian - an Indian tribe -
;~~~ia. originated in . Penn- lJ' . TI n 
With a grumble, he invi ted us I f 
in and supported by a hand- • ' 
ca rved wooden cane, revea led 
to us the world , the reality, in 
which he lived and was distinct-
ly inseparable tram . 
Upon entering his home, one 
might teel as if he were a reli c left 
over tram the 18th century. 
Navajo rugs were suspended 
trom the ceiling and hammered 
upon the walls. A roughly carved 
totem pole was implanted into 
the cold wooden floor . Head-
dresses, expertly patterned bead 
work , pottery, arrow heads, 
wooden peacepipes, and Indian 
paintings filled every nook and 
cranny ot the spacious, damp liv-
A roughly carYed totem pole •.. 
ing· room. In his closet laid a pile 
ot shrunken heads. 
It Sitting Bull himself were to 
emerge from behind a closed 
door, I would not have con-
sidered it a " strange" occur-
ence. At this point I was awed by 
everything, and nothing, not 
even the presence of Sitting Bull 
would have astonished me in a 
way indistinguishabl e from all 
other reactions thus far. 
As the artifacts spoke mainly 
tor themselves, Dr. Cole 
proceeded to dig up old deeds 
and papers. 
From a worn out folder he 
withdrew a copy of the peace 
pipe ceremony, along with 
several other Native convoca-
tions. 
His library collection was that 
of a scholar, and many of his 
books were secured with a 
dingy, yellow-colored masking 
tape, so as to hold their bindings 
intact. Remarkabl y enough, 
some of his books were pub-
lished as early as the 18th cen-
tury. However, Dr. Cole does not 
seek enjoyment simply in the 
Dr. Arthur Cole has written 37 books and traces his ancestry to the 
Mayflower. · 
reading of books, he writes them 
as well. This fascinating old man 
is the author of 37 books. 
He went on to explain how he 
had already donated 51 books to 
the library, here at Kean, and had 
contributed books and paint-
ings to other libraries and 
museums as well. 
As I supported his walk by lin-
king my arm in his, we entered 
into a dimly lit sitting room. I let 
him down slowly as he su nk into 
a dusty, plushed velvet chair, and 
he mumbled something about 
being " an old, old man ." lnci-
dently, that is one of the only 
clues our friend would give me, 
suggesting his age. 
I discovered that the old man 
who had captured my excite-
ment from the minute l met him, 
was a graduate of Columbia Uni-
versity, with a masters of art from 
Harvard in 1,932. 
He claims to have found his 
first arrowhead when he was five 
years of age, and has been in-
terested in the condition of the 
American Indian ever since. 
Dr. Cole is sympathetic 
towards the \ndian , and the diss·,-
pation of both its culture and 
race. He feels it is a severe disad-
vantage to the history of our 
country that so much of their his-
tory has been wiped out. 
On the present Indian situa-
tion he makes the assertion, 
··1he American Indian is on the 
verge o f a great national move-
ment. He realizes the injustices 
done against him and will slowly 
reclaim his rights ." 
... Beware of the eagle's nest. Dr. Cole displays his Navajo rug and Indian head-dress. 
Dr. Cole hopes to see the In-
dian condition improved, and is 
faithfully working in their behalf. 
" I don 't go out much anymore," 
he says quietly. " I go to Indian 
meetings whenever I feel strong 
enough, and of course every 
Sunday I attend ch urch ser-
vices." His voice grows faint , as 
he surveys the relics of his past. 
"Yes, I know I am an old, old 
man." 
Rhetoric Clouds Real Strike Issues 
by Michael Furda 
l here has been a great deal of 
rhetoric surrounding this strike 
by both sides. Most of it 
especially that which has fil-
tered down, or what has been 
allowed to tilter down, to the 
students is just that, rheto ri c with 
no basis ot tact. 
Once again the students are 
being used and ·mislead. What is 
most disturbing is that most of 
the misrepresentation ot the real 
issues involved in the negotia-
tions 1s being done by the taculty 
and their union, the A.F.l. 
I he taculty and the un ion have 
tried to sell the students the 
notion that the major issue in the 
dispute is the deletion of certain 
guarantees ot academic 
treedoms. Nothing could be tur-
ther tram the truth. Peter 
Pezzolo, ot the KCF· Grievance 
Committee admitted that the 
academic treedom clause is not a 
major issue in the negotiations. 
He said that although the dele-
tion would make any grievance 
concerning abridgement of aca-
demic treedom more difficult , 
the union could just as easily take 
the case to the courts. To main-
tai n that the strike cen ters on 
choosing ot text books or that 
the state wishes to choose the 
texts , is absurd. Trying to con-
vi nce students that this is the 
mai n issue is an insult to our in -
telligence. Procedural realities 
dictate the choosi ng ot class 
materials on an individual basis. 
Pezzolo ci tes the issue of meri l 
pay as perhaps the most signifi-
ca nt point . Merit pay is a fund of 
$400,000 allotted in $1 ,000 incre-
ments to !acuity mem bers in an 
.arbitrary manner. ·1 he state 
wishes to put t he au thority to 
allocate these tunds to the presi-
dents ot each respective state 
college. l he union wants input 
into the process. To paraphrase 
Will Rogers, the question is not 
what 's going to be given out, but 
who's going to play Santa Claus 
and whose elves are going to be 
doing the receiving. l he state 
feels it should wear the whiskers 
while the union says they have 
News Commentary 
their own sleigh bells, and they 
both have enough elves to go 
around . 
l his issue led this reporter to a 
behind the scenes look at the 
union and how it is viewed by 
many taculty members· at Kean. 
l here exists a general ·feeling 
among many !acuity that the 
union leadership 1s out to feather 
their own nests. It was learned 
that a shadow organization is 
even now beginning to take 
form to replace the union 
leadership, although the general 
feeling is that the new group is 
no better than the old. If this is 
true, it seriously undermines the 
effectiveness of a strike. A source 
has revealed that union leader-
sh ip is secretly concerned that 
only 20% of the Kean faculty will 
support the strike. If these 
fi gures materiali ze the union at 
Kean will be effectively dead . 
l his is the first contract to be 
negotia ted since Edward T. 
Hollander became Chancellor of 
Higher Education . Both the 
un ion an d the Chancellor seem 
prepared to impress each other 
with thei r own beligerence 
without regard to the students. 
Students who have paid in ad -
vance tor a service they will not 
receive. Once aga in as was done 
previous)y, the students are be-
ing used as a pawn in the battle 
between the union and the state. 
Just as the union used the 
students then, when they got 
thousands of students to protest 
in l renton against Lay-offs and 
tuition hikes, they are trying to 
use us again. In that instance the 
union bloc~ed the lay-offs and 
we got the tuition increase. Our 
alliance with the union seemed 
to break down once the lay-offs 
were cancelled. 
Let 's not be used this time. A 
number of steps can be taken by 
the students to show all con-
cerned that-we will not be sheep 
in this issue. First, the Student 
Organization, which has failed to 
take an offi cia l stand on the is-
sue, should file a class action suit 
on behal f ot the students agai nst 
both the A .F.T. and the adminis-
tration. Secondly and most im-
portantly is to refuse to be used 
by the A .F.l. in their political 




Sometimes everybody feels like quitting 
* * * 
The Great Strike of 79 will mo5t likely be over by the time you -
read this, but possibly not. In a move that could be character-
ized as sheer lunacy or an inspired stroke of negotional genius, 
Governor Byrne has put the Academic Freedom clauses back 
into union's contract while offering a modest increase in salary. 
The lunacy or genius of the issue being that although the AFT 
was able to garner much student and faculty support for the 
strike through an alarmist and emotional appeal for academic 
freedom, academ_ic freedom was never really threatened. We 
must now raise the question: why would the state wait till aft.er 
the start of a strike to surrender a point that" was never really in 
contention, a point that it was trying to give the.·status of law and 
further a point that would generate so much support for it' s 
adversary? We could call it lunacy. 
Now where does that leave the state and the union? It leaves 
them where they should have been all along, with the real issue, 
at an impasse over the merit system Chancellor Hollander.has 
proposed. In what may be the union 's biggest blunder and the 
states greatest inspiration, the union stressed the _ emotional 
non-issue of academic freedom and the state relented leaving 
the more serious issue of t he merit system u nopp.osed. 
In a move on par with de Gaulles ending the general strike in 
France in '68 by f illing everyones gas tanks for vacation, it seems 
that the Governor has gotten what he really wanted all along, 
the merit system. 
let us explain, the idea behind the merit system is a good one, 
namely; teachers who do an excellent job should get an incen-
tive paid them to keep it up and help foster similar behavior in 
others. Those who do merely a fair job or a poor job just 
wouldn't be rewarded. The trouble starts when you think of the 
implementation of a_merit system. In such a highly political 
system as a college where you have three divergent interests 
thrust into such close quarters, how will it be decided what 
behavior is meritable or not? Any proposal hoping to utilize 
the already overpolitical tenure and promotion committees 
cannot work, they are already too partisan and, as many have 
opinioned, too weak. 
The merit system would also have to be ultimately checked by 
the administration who, as with all financial matters, must have 
the last say. There is just too much potential for abuse of a merit 
system to give it our endorsement. 
Has the union sold out? Is the union so content with its pay 
raise and its false victory that it will quietly lose ev_erythi ng el se? 
POSTPONED 
Elections For Class Officers 
have been postponed 
due to the strike 
They will be next 
Thursday, Ma rch 29 
in the College Center 
March 11, 1979 
ride endent 
etters~p 
Lumsden Clarifies MSA 
Dear E:ditor: 
I he timely articl es on the M iddle States Associat i<>n Self-Study in 
the lndependent's M arch 1 edition reported the study quite well . 
I hey helped keep the entire campus community aware o f th is im-
portant activ ity. 
"I he clariticat ion o f one item could provide a broader perspecti ve. 
Mr. Stokes' article points ou t that the Steer ing Committee w ill ··have 
the tinal report completed in the ea r ly Fa ll ," an d it .. w i ll be sub-
mitted to th e Boa rd o f Tru stees someti me next November.'' Both 
statements are accurate, but it sho u ld be no ted that itis a .. draft" o t 
the tinal repo rt tha t is invo lved at these stages, and that th is .. d ratt " 
will be available to the va ri ous consti tuences of the co ll ege, incl uding 
the students ' govern ing groups, for their comments and sugges-
ti ons, beto re it is submitted to the Trustees. 
l his cla r it icat ion of the process might som ewhat allay th e fea rs ot 
, the anonymous student committee member who felt that detri men-
tal material might be deleted by the Steerin g Committee. ·r he Steer-
ing Commi ttee has taken the position that a study whi ch best serves 
the long-term interest o f the college neither minimizes weaknesses 
nor magni f ies stren gths. The review of the report by all parties in-
volved should contribute to ach ieving this goal. 
Very trul y yours, 
Don Lumsden, Coordinator 
Middle States Sel f-Study 
Pezzolo Exposes Indy 
I am constantly amazed, though I probably shouldn 't be, by the 
audacity with which the Independent prints factual fa lsehoods in 
news articles deal ing with the faculty and especiall y with the faculty 
Union . The most blatant o f severa l recent examples o ccurred in th e 
tront-page lead article in last week's issue. It is there fl at ly asserted 
that "The !strike] voie d id not represen t a majori ty of professors, 
since man y who are not m embers of the Unio n d id not vote. " 
l he truth, o f course, as I ca nnot help but believe both the autho r of 
t he art icle and the ent ire editoria l staff of t he Independent knew 
since it was w idely reported in the news _med ia, is that o ut of 3200 
eligible to vote, 2385 voted (74%), an d 1866 of those voti ng voted to 
authorize a strike. Eligibility to vote has noth ing to do w ith Union 
mem bership. Thus, si mpl e arithmet ic wi ll te ll you that 1866 is 58% of 
the 3100 empl oyees in the bargai n ing un it. Since the article in ques-
tion omi tted the informat io n as to the number el igible to vote, un in-
torm ed readers were deprived of the opportunity to calcul ate the 
percentage for themselves. It is a little difficult not to perceive that 
omission as deliberate inasmuch as it serves to conceal the falsity of 
the assertion that an absolute majority did not give their endorse-
ment to strike authorization. But if 58% is not a majority, thenwhatisJ 
(Conrinucd on page 7) 
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(Con't inued from page 6) 
Misinformation in newspapers is not, to be sure, blameworthy in 
and of itself. Everybody knows that a certain amount of inaccuracy, 
especially as to details, is to be expected. There is not always time to 
double and triple check every aspect of a story before printing it. 
Moreover, it is som·etimes the case that the correct facts cannot be 
precisely pinned down while events are happening. But those ex-
cuses are not available in this instance. The facts that an absolute ma-
jority of the faculty and staff voted to authorize a strike was not only 
the single most important fact about the vote, it was also completely 
unambiguous and unmistakeable. The misinformation in this case 
was quite deliberately printed. 
Disseminating · deliberate misinformation is lying, and people 
usually lie for a purpose. What is the lndependent's purpose? It's 
pretty obvious. The Independent enjoys trying to smear the faculty 
Union by any means available, and doesn ' t at all mind the absurdities 
in which it thereby entangles itself. Thus, a little later in the same ar-
ticle it is insinuated that the Union may very well have lied abounhe 
vote count : " Union business, including vote counting, is carried on 
behind closed doors ... Therefore, it would be possible for the Union 
leadership to claim what they wish , and find little opposition." But 
the vote count cited by the Independent as not in fact representing a 
majority was the very vote count released (and possibly lied about) by 
the Union. Apparently, then, the lndependeat thinks that its readers 
will believe that the Union may not merely have lied, but also that the 
lie the Union told that it did not have a majority (since the figures 
released by the Union did not, according to the Independent, add up 
to a majority)! Very cruious, indeed. Curioser still is the fact that it 
puts the Independent in the position o f asserting as a fa ct something 
which it thinks may have been a Union lie, namely that there was no 
majority. If all of this makes your head spin, then all I can say is that ly-
ing will do that to people. 
Peter Pezzolo 
Assistant Professo r 
Department of Philosoph y 
~ditors Note: We rel er Mr. Pezzolo to the correction notice on page l ol today's paper. 
As is evident, the intent oi the author was to stale that the strike vole did not represent a 
majority ol faculty, which the vote indeed did not. The 58% figure quoted by Mr. Pezzolo 
is a majority ol lull-lime faculty and not all tacully since adjund faculty were nol voters. 
We refer Mr. Pezzolo's later comment; "an absolute majority of faculty and staff voled 
lo authorize a strike" as "completely unambiguous and unmistakable" lo the lad that 
Mr. l'ezzolo was indeed mistaken and also ambigious as lo the "absolute" nature of 
lacully and slalf. 
Mr. Pezzo/o /aler quotes a paraphrase of a slalemenl made by a member of the bar-
gaining unit and attributes ii to the Independent, as _ ii It were the opinion of the writer. 
Howeve r, the article clearly slates, " One fac ulty me mber noted that union business, in-
cluding vole counting, is carried on behind closed doon ... therefore I\ would be poooible 
tor the Union leadership to claim what they wish." 
~inally, who is lying and who is dizzy! All we can say is that the Independent did not 
write a letter lo assault the verily ol an essentially true statement, calling ii a lie. The 
Independent did nol write a letter which makes inferences, assumptions and impugns 
lhe motives behind the " lie" which is in lacl a true statement that Mr. Pezzolo knows lo 
be true. The Independent also cannot lake credit for the tenuous and circuiluous nature 




Why doesn' t an yone even question Health Services? One girl was 
diagnosed as having a cold in her legs, later we find her in the hospital 
almost paralyzed. Another time a dorm student walked in with a rash 
and the good ol ' doc said that it wasn 't contagious, well her whole 
apartment got it . Why don' t they test to be sure1 
My complaint now is - My arm has been swollen for a week just 
because they took a blood test! 
Blood Buddies forever 
THE DEAD 
Name withheld by request 
Still Waiting 
Dear Ed ito r : 
In the March 8th issue of the Independent the infamo us KRON ES 
blasted the elevators and suggested that they be overhau led. Well 
naturall y they were right and descr ibed the situation most accurate ly. 
O n Saturday, March 10, at approx imately 4:30 p.m. I st roll ed into 
Rogers anticipating my un usua l ride in the elevators to the sixth 
floor. Much to my surprise they were both broken and no o ne was 
around to tell why. 
After several minutes of screaming at the worthless things, I (along 
with a couple carryings bags of groceries) began our journey to the 
sixth floor. About an hour later two more residents survived the hau l, 
passing several unfortunate souls in the stairwell w ho didn 't qu ite 
make it. They were holding two bags of damaged groceries as a resu lt 
of d ragging them up the stairs. 
On Sunday, March 11, I entered the Rogers lobby and, due to 
habit, pushed the button for the elevator. The R.A. on duty explained 
the p rob lem immediately. (Now p lease take a shot of bourbon if you 
haven 't already ... ) The problem is that the button on the first fl oor is 
broken, so the elevator cannot be summoned if you are in the lobby. 
If you l ive on the top floor or you are physically incapable of climb-
ing stairs, the following procedu re must be taken: 
1. Walk down the hallway of your choice. 
2. Walk up a tl ight of stairs. 
(Continued on page 8) 
All Letters to the Editor must be typed and submitted to the Editor by 
3:00 P.M. the Friday prior to publication. All letters must be signed, 
although names will be withheld from publication upon request. 
Letters to the Editor should be sealed. 
INDEPENDENT 
OP-Eb 
Their green dyed beer lies stagnant. Their crushed plastic green hats, 
made in Hong Kong, dri ft down the street and it is fi ve days since the 
professional Irishmen took their cu~tomary stroll down 5th Avenue in New 
York City. Contrary to the image portrayed by the media, it was not a 
happy day for the Irish. For the true Irishman, a sense of grief and anger 
was felt. For he realizes that Northern Ireland is still the scene of bloody 
confrontation. But beyond the bloodshed exists the suppre.ssion of human 
rights and the continued torture of political prisoners in the Long Kesh 
Prison Camp. 
For those of you that don ' t know (and indeed a great many Americans 
and Irish-Americans do not) Long Kesh lies nine miles outside of Belfast 
and houses approximately one thousand male prisoners. Long Kesh was 
bu-ilt due to the tremendous increase in the prison population; from 500 to 
nearly 3,000. The initial cause for the increase was internment without trial. 
On the recommendation of Lord Diplock, the internment policy was 
replaced by the " more acceptable" trial of juryless court, which has the 
power to convict solely on the basis of a " confession" signed in police cus-
tody. In 1972, after a hunger strike, which brought several men close to 
death, the government granted political status to all those convicted of 
"scheduled offenses. " The achievement of political status or what the 
British called " Spedal Category Status" meant that prisoners could wear 
their own clothes, have weekly visits and food parcels, associate with their 
fellow political prisoners and they did not have to do any prison work. By 
1976 Britain still hadn 't found a solution to the Irish problem and decided 
to take back the " Special Category Status" and criminalize all offenses 
committed after March 1, 1976. Those convicted would b~ denied poli-
tical status and housed in the newly created H-Block~ in Long Kesh Prison. 
Republican prisoners immediately declared that they would not be por-
trayed as criminals and would not don prison clothes or do prison work. 
Kieran Nugent was the first political prisoner to be denied political status 
and declared on September 14, 1976, that, " If they want me to wear prison 
garb, they will have to nail it on me. " Thus, began the Blanket Protest. 
To protest the removal of political status, Mr. Nugent and the other 349 
prisoners in the H-Blocks are "on the Blanket." That is, the prisoners "'(ear 
n~thing but blankets because if they were to wear p rison garb it would be 
an admission of criminal status. Mr. Nugent was the first man to go " on the 
Blanket" and on May 9, 1979 he will have completed his term. So, for th ree 
years Kieran Nugent has not received any contact not communication 
from the outside world. His three years have been spent in solitary con-
finement but he has beaten the British. It should be noted that his feat will 
not go unnoticed because on May 9, 1979 one of the largest marches will 
occur. People from all over Ireland will march to the gates of Long Kesh to 
walk Kieran Nugent back to his home. · 
It is with amazement that I read the " Saint Patrick's Day message" of 
Senators Kennedy and Moynihan, House Speaker Thomas P. 0 1 Neill and 
Governors Carey and Byrne which called for the unification of Northern 
Ireland with the south. Well , this is quite a turnaround for these politicos 
who for FOUR years have confined their so-called " Saint Patrick's Day 
messages" to condemnatiqns of the Irish Republican Army, while con-
veniently closing their eyes to the horrors of Long Kesh. 
Paul Edelen 
The OP-Ed is a vehicle for anyone in the Ciilmpus cC:.mmunlty to express iiln opinion thilt would be 
interesting, entertaining or otherwise villuable. All ilrtlcles should be limited to 600 words iiind sub-
mitted by 3:00 p.m. Friday. 
FRE E 
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Faculty Divided Over Strike And The Union 
by Juan Ga/is-Menendez 
The strike voted by a majority 
of the membership of the New 
Jersey State College Locals , has 
created divisions wit h in the Kean 
faculty . The issues are not so 
much centered on the positions 
of the state and union in the 
present negotiations. 
Rather, some faculty have 
questioned the motivations ot 
the union leadership , and the 
propr'iety ot union activity , and 
influence in campus politics. 
Significantly, some of those 
who ditter with the union now, 
were very much on the picket 
line in 1974. For example, Profes-
sor Jay Spaulding of the History 
Department, stated to his class, 
··the union has become an 
organization which serves the 
needs ot a select few on top, and 
is not acting on behalf of the 
membership with equanimity." 
Professing to stay in class, many 
!acuity members have opted to 
come to work and teach, despite 
the union strike. 
Spaulding also telt the strike 
did not have the popular support 
it required in order to be 
Teachers 
Strike 
(Continued from page 4) 
by WKCU, many students at 
Jersey City State were having 
trouble crossing the picket lines. 
l here have been reports ot ver-
bal abuse hurled by the striking 
faculty at the students who 
attempt to cross the college 
%tound~. 
Roger Casper, Preside nt o t the 
Srudenr G o vernme nr Associa-
tion as JCS has considered ii l ing a 
court injunction against the state 
tor lull tuition refunds it the 
strike causes the semester to be 
cancelled . 
l he New Jersey Student Assoc-
iation has contacted st udent 
governments in orde r to discuss 
issu ing an injunction agai nst the 
striking taculty. 
A lvin Felzenberg, contident-
ial assistant to Chancellor 
Hollander, said the state would 
not seek an injunction to stop 
the strike as long as progress is 
made in negotiations. 
Union spokesman Marino said 
his union will dety an injunction 
if one is issued, and that the 
teachers will continue to strike 
until an agreement is ratitied. 
Students at Glassboro State 
College took part in a pro-strike 
rally Tuesday afternoon sup-
porting the AF T's positions in the 
negotiations. 
Stockton State College has 
been unaftected by the strike so 
far because the college is curren-
t ly on vaca tion . 
W illiam Paterson Sta te Col lege 
had 82-95% of t he facul ty and 
students honori ng the st r ike. 
Loree A dams, President o f the 
Student Government Associa-
tion at WPS said their pos it ion is 
neut ra l concern ing the str ike. 
The SGA d oes, however, suppo rt 
the facu lty's position o n work-
load , class hours, academ ic free-
dom, and the facu lty ·s rig ht to 
select tex tbooks. She stated that 
about two of every twenty classes 
are not meeting. 
Montclair State College has 
received the most support from 
students in the state. According 
to the Montclarion, 90% of the 
students are honoring the strike, 
and a sizable number have 
joined the taculty along the 
picket lines. 
Reports indicate that less than 
200 cars were counted in the 
M ontclair campus o n the first 
day of the stri ke. 
No reports are available from 
Ramapo State College. 
successtul. In tact , he stated , 
"' less than 20% oi the faculty will 
support the strike actively ." He 
said the strike would not last . 
Socarras went on to say , " the 
strike to my mind is illegal , I do 
not think state employees have 
the right to st r ike . Furthermore , I 
think student interest should 
come tirst, the strikers have put 
their own concerns ahead of the 
student interest . Considering my 
background in law, I could never 
do anything which I consider 
illegal. " 
Protessor Donald R. Raichle , 
ot the History Department, along 
with Vance B. Snyder of In-
d ustrial Studies, have drafted a 
letter which was pu blished in the 
March 15, 1979 issue of the 
Independent. In it , the following 
statement appears, ··we oppose 
holding the students hostage to 
advance our self interest. " These 
lines have "probably become 
the slogan, describing the 
general area ot agreement, for 
those who are agai nst the strike, " 
said one taculty member. 
News Commentary 
State, Union. Mislead Students 
Many taculty members also 
believe, " outstanding issues can 
and shquld be resolved by 
negotiation ." Although there 
are only twenty signatures on 
that letter, the number of dissi-
dents has grown . 
Protessor Cay eta no Soca rras 
tor example, has said to many of 
his students that negotiations are 
o ne thing, but striking and picket 
signs, are to his mind a bit "un-
protessional. " Furthermore, he 
has noted that in the past , faculty 
strikes have gained little for the 
tacul ty. 
"The choice for students 
seems to be an easier one, the 
vast majority seem to be against 
the strike tor tear of losing 
credits and money this 
semester," state9,oSocarras. 
(Continued from page 7) 
by Paul tdelen 
During March 14th, 15th , and 
16th , the New Jersey Council ot 
State College locals, A.1-.l. AI-L-
CIO held an authorization vote 
to allow the union leadership to 
call a statewide strike. l he 
tabulation ot the vote was 1,866 
in tavor and 519 against. 
When negotiation produ ced 
no signiticant movement, the ex-
ecutive council ot the ta culty 
union called a strike to begin on 
March 20th and since Tuesday 
taculty at all the eight state 
colleges have been manning the 
picket lines. 
It is obvious that many 
students are·contused about the 
relationship the seventy issues 
have to them but also the collec-
tive bargaining process. 
lo a large extent , this contus-
ion is due to a lack ot com-
munication between students, 
the Department ot Higher 
1::ducation and the New Jersey 
Council ot State College locals 
3. Walk down the hall to the elevators. 
4. lake the elevator trom the second floor. 
Your alternatives to this procedure are : 
1. Walk up -all the stairs and sutfer trom myocardial infarct ion. 
2. Wait until l uesday. Go to a meeting of the Outing Club and let 
them teach you Lobby and Stairwell Emergency Survival , as well as 
some excellent places to co noe, backpack, hike, etc. , so you don 't 
have to stay here on weekends. 
Now let 's cut through the political manure and get to the root ot 
the problem. 
l he elevators need to be overhauled. I personally spoke to an 
elevator " repair " man who estimated that to overhaul the elevators 
would cost ten thousand dollars for each one. When asked how 
much it costs us to see his tace every time one breaks, he said he 
didn 't know. IMAGINI:: THAT! He didn 't know what he charges to tix 
them . Wouldn ' t one think that all these repairs total ten thousand 
dollars somewhere along the line{ 
We have a tew theories though . 
1. We believe that the elevators are turned off on weekends 
because no one is here to fix them . 
2. It annoys the weekend residents. 
3. It saves electricity. 
Now, who wants to tell us what is rea l ly goi ng on? So tar we ·ve had 
no response trom anyone or anywhere. (Maybe this school doesn ·1 
really exist and we ' re all just imagining Kean ... I ' ll bet that"s 1t ... and 
then we probably don ' t exist either .. . so then I guess the elevators 
aren ' t really here at all .. . so why are we writing th is ... ) 
Let 's get ott o ur "titles " and do something. 
Mary I. Donnelly 
Denise Antonazz1 
Drop Rocco A Line 
Letter to t he Editor, 
A ve ry "real " friend ot th e Kean College Community is very ill. Pro-
tessor Rocco Lo Russo is at t he O range Memo rial H ospital , Room 
#753. I'm sure he would appreciate hearing from all of us. If you need 
turther intorm.ition call me at 2114 or drop by the Housing Ot t1ce in 
Dougall Hall. 
Bob Maslo 
Maz Congrats Thoners 
Letter to the E:ditor, 
" 1::aster Seal Challenge" 
My congratulations to Ken Bellero and Russell Stukes on their 
WKCU Marathon. Their style, endurance, and programm111g were 
exemplary - and I was proud to be a part ot their "challenge.·· I also 
wish to commend all the other "f riends' · who contributed both time 
and money to make the marathon a success. 
"l he ful lness of h uma n ity only exists in those who can adapt to, 
receive and give understandings." 
Sincerely, 
Maz 
A.F.l. AFL-CIO . 1-urthermore, 
both the DHE: and the taculty 
union have to some extent con-
tused the students with conflict-
ing statements. 
A case in point is the recent an-
nouncements made Chancellor 
Hollander about the long term 
ettects ot the strike on the state 
colleges. Hollander has publicly 
claimed that alter the 1974 strike 
enrollment dropped drama-
tically and it is only now that the 
colleges are recovering from that 
strike. Actually , in the 1974-1975 
academic year there were 60, 441 
tull-time students and after the 
strike during the 1975-1976 
academic year enrollment was 
up to 61,815. 1-urthermore, 
demographic studies conducted 
by the DHE: have indicated stable 
enrollment through 1981 with 
only a potentially sharp decline 
thereatter and lasting until the 
mid 1990's. In addition, since 
Chancellor Hollander has taken 
ottice, he has been placing en-
rollment "ca ps" at the eight state 
colleges. Consequently , one 
wonders where the chancellor 
gets his tigures to back up his 
claim. 
At the same time the local at 
this college is trying to persuade 
students to support the strike. 
Unfortunately, the union has 
done very little in terms of an 
ongoing liasion with the student 
governments and students in 
general. l hus, a number of 
students have expressed the idea 
that the union is only con-
cerned about students when 
they need them. In their minds 
the view that some faculty have 
of students support is erroneous. 
At the most recent meetings of 
Student Organization and the 
Evening Student Council, repre-
sentatives ot the local faculty 
union and administration gave 
assurances that they did not want 
to hurt students in any way. Un-
tortunately, their sentiment is 
not reflected in the actions taken 
by both the state and the execu-
tive council ot the faculty union. 
nobody 
asked! 
He was in his twenties. 
So was she. 
Both were Catholic, unmarried, 
prayerful, creative. 
Both cared about people 
and cared for them. 
How come he never thought 
of the priesthood? 
How come she never thought 
of being a nun? 
"No one ever asked me:· 
they said. 
Is this your story? 
No one ever asked you? 
Well, we're asking. 
-- Mail Coupon Today! ----- --------- -7 
Pl d . f, . S-5 7 I eas e s en m ormat,on on : 
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On Wednesday, March 14th 
the Woman Talk audience was 
treated - yes, treated - to a 
program which presented par-
ticipation as its main thrust. Edie 
Resnick was our guest and the 
audience responded warmly. 
Most of us were on our feet, en-
joying the basic steps for the hus-
tle and further fascinated by ap-
plying those steps to partner-
dancing. It was a lovely way to 
' pass the noon hour and many of 
us expressed an interest in 
attending a regular dance class. If 
you would like to participate in 
such a class, please inform the 
Campus Center for Women, 527-
-2296. , , 
Our progtam on Wednesday, 
March 28th will highlight Joe 
Gabriel who is a graduate assist-
ant at the Counseling Center at 
Kean College. His topic for the 
day is Hypnotherapy which he 
uses in counseling as a tool to 
cope with symptoms such as: 
smoking, nail bit ing and obesity. 
He also treats terminally ill 
cancer patients by teaching them 
hynotherapeutic skills for the 
reduction of pain. He has been 
successful with artists, actors, 
dancers, all people involved in 
creativity in using hypno-
therapy to confront blocks to 
their creative process and reduc-
ing the tension which facilitates 
the release of creative energy. 
Join us for an interesting noon-
time session. 
••• 
The Women's Center at Mont-
clair State College announces a 
day titled, Women Talk to 
Women, A Day of Conscious-
ness Raising which is co-spon-
sored with the Essex County 
N.O.W. There will be lunch 
available and free babysitting 
services offered. Pre-regis-
tration ($2.00 fee) is required and 
to do so call Montclair State 
College, 893-5106 or N.0.W. , 
761-4479. The program will 
convene at 10 a.m. and will 
progress to 3:00 p.m. with sub-
ject topics spanning all phases of 
Women 's lives. 
Plan to visit the New Dawn Arts 
Collective at 1140 Ea-,s t Jersey fit. 
in Elizabeth, N.J. This is a CETA 
funded arts facility which 
"focuses on bringing the crea-
tive community in Union County 
closer to its public. " Among its 
activities, as well as maintaining 
an art gallery, is a seminar series 
concerned with topics for the 
benefit of artists and the public 
INDEPENDENT 
for whom they create. 
A new organization formed 
primarily as a support group for 
mothers. If you are interested in 
participating you can contact 
Ann Saltzman, The Mothers' 
Center of Central New Jersey, 
P.O. Box 7, Scotch Plains, N.J. , 
07026. There are discussion 
groups, support groups and ways 
through which you can con-
tribute to the organizational 
process. There should be sup-
port in the world for Women to 
opt for any choice in life -
motherhood/ career/ marriage 
and any combination of t,hese -
and to move through each phase 
at whatever time she decides to 
do so. For those of you who are 
experiencing anxiety or isola-
tion as a mother, please find sup-
port through the Mothers' 
Center of Central New Jersey. 
frllLGRIM MEDICAL GROUP INC. 
Aff1l1ate of Women 's Medical Center at K1ngstirook Hospital 
A CLINIC FOR FIRST AND MID-TRIMESTER 
I 
Free Pregnancy Test, "P-46 1500 Examination and Counselling I ' • 
393 Bloomfield Ave .. Montclair. N.J. 07042 
In N .J . Call FREE (800) 772-2174 








"Kff P ON DANCING" 
Presented in person on 
SATURDAY, MARCH 24 
10:30 P.M. 1i11 n 
At the fa~ulous 
TICKf TS ON SAH NOW 
Discounts availa~le to iraternit~ and sarorit~ ~rau~s 
CAll 344-6381 
55 St. hancis Street, Newar~ 
COM[ to the ~ro~ressive IRONBOUNO section 
P.ige, 
Laughter Roars in "1he 
House oj· Blue Leaves'' 
by Pauline Sedares 
Talented portrayals of lunacy, 
scenery set in the mode of the 
sixties, and then there was fun, as 
"The House of Blue Leaves" 
opened to a full house at Kean 's 
VE 119, while going back to the 
era of the unforgettable sixties. 
The scenery realistically un-
folds with real food in a real re-
frigerator, a window for en-
trance, a crowded but un-
cluttered living room in a cold 
apartment in Sunnyside Queens, 
New York City ... The time: Oc-
tober 4, 1965. 
Looking on the more serious 
side, though a comedy, " Blue 
Leaves" brings out the mad 
American mania that will always 
be legendary in regards to the 
sixties ... the search for identity, 
acceptance and fame seeking 
that destroyed lives. 
The message of " At what cost 
fame?," was in the wind 
throughout the play, yet because 
of the comical approach, one 
might become aware of the full 
impact ·at a more idle moment. 
Artie Shaughnessy, played by 
Brian Conger, was the guy in-
between mentally and physically 
because he wanted a cook, a 
lover, a famous son, release from 
his cute but retarded wife, a 
music career and a little help 
from his friend. 
His son Ronnie, played by 
Martin Anderson, had a comical 
kind of madness surrounding 
him like a red flare through his 
facial expressions, and finally a 
wild exhibition of frolicking over 
the furniture and an acrobatic 
swing from the ceiling. 
Again comedy pervailed when 
the wiles of the other woman 
and neighbor, Bunny Flinguswas 
used to get her man to leave his 
scrambled-brained wife to pur-
sue his career, and sate her 
desire to escape New York, a part 
skillfully done by Barbara (Ran-
dall) Pszelomski. 
Margot Sempreora was ex-
cellent as the retarded wife, 
Bananas, who ~as pumped with 
pills to control her mad out-
bursts screaming, running, play-
ing a pet dog for her husband, 
and yet she used a cunning but 
cute approach to antagonize her 
husband's sweetie. 
The other exuberating per-
formers were Kathi Harper as 
Corrina Stroller, a deaf but beau-
tiful actress, Mark E. Donaldson 
as Billy Einhorn, the famous 
friend of Artie, Brenda M. 
Beirne, Louise Kiesle and Alice 
M. Forrester as the three nuns, 
uninhabited, witty and char-
ming, Garret Paul Gega as the 
policeman and Chris Arena as 
the white man. 
Assorted fantasies, was the ma-
jor part of everyone's dreams for 
fame, fun, revenge, (like the son 
had for no real reason on the 
visiting Pope), police encount-
ers and the big symbol...so 
briefly shown ... the strait-jacket. 
The costumes, lighting, and 
sound effects was evident of 
time, effort and skill done 
behind the scenes to add to a 
well acted version of John 
Guare's "House of Blue leaves. " 
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8harlie Daniels Caught Live 
by Jo e Leathe rwood ~ 
For the past ten years Char lie 
aniels has been turning people 
n to his unique style oi music -
>mbining the best elem ents ot 
>untry, rock and blues - the St. 
1trick's evening periormance in 
1e T.P.A . was no exception . 
Appearing on a bill with Henry 
1ul and special guest Ossian , 
aniels had the crowd on its teet 
om the moment he walked on 
age. The Daniels Band opened 
1eir set with several tunes oil 
1eir WAY DOWN YOUNDER , 
RE ON THE MOUNTAIN and 
&,ODLE TRAMP albums betore 
1ixing in several songs trom 
1eir upcoming album which is 
ue tor an April release . 
The crowd became a bit rest -
:ss during some ot the new 
1aterial but sprang- to lite alte r-
harlie broke into several tavor-
es including ·· whiskey" and 
The South 's Gonna Do It 
gain." 
Daniels got most ot the atten-
on but two other members of 
the band, Joel .. laz " Di greg ioro 
on keyboards and l om Crain on 
guitar, also sto od out. Rou nding 
out the group are bassist Charl ie 
Hayward , drumme rs I-red 
Edwards and Jim Marshall whose 
pulsating percussion sounds 
really enhance Daniels type ot 
music. 
While Daniels was ott-stage , 
" Taz " had a rousing keyboard 
solo which led to a .. duel " with 
the guitar playing Crain . The 
resulting controntation brought 
the house down. 
As Daniels walked back 
onstage the sellout crowd 
erupted as Charlie began to resin 
up his bow. l he one thing that 
separates Daniels trom the rest ot 
the southern musicians is the 
sounds he can make and the ex-
ci-tement he creates when- he 
plays his tidd le. 
Daniels concluded his set with 
several songs that had the crowd 
cheering his every move. 
Brought back for three encores. 
Daniels finally obliged the crowd 
by playing .. Orange Blossom 
Special ," a rousing instrumen ta l 
featuring the liddle, which 
closed the show. 
Henry Paul , ex -Outlaw guitar-
ist and vocalist , opened tor 
Daniels, and ii crowd rea ction 
could be used as a gauge , Paul 
could have been the headline 
act. 
Featuring three guitarists , bass 
and drums the Henry Paul is very 
tight and has a commanding 
stage presence. Playing a lorty-
m inute set , they mixed in 
numbers trom their upcoming 
album GREY GHOST, and Paul 's 
songs trom his Outlaw days, most 
noteably " Gunsmoke " and 
"Knoxville Girl. " 
In honor ot St . Patrick 's Day, 
Ossian, a Scotti.sh bagpipe band 
• also appeared. The twenty 
minute set was well rece ived but 
the music was monotoious. By 
the end of the set the crowd was 
ready for some good o ld country 
rock and roll. Charlie Daniels 
NJ Public Theatre Presents ''Bad News)) 
Watch out, Broadway! The 
ew Jersey Public Theatre, 118 
>uth Avenue E. in Cranford, is 
roud to announce its most joy-
us celebration ever : The world 
remiere of the All-New, All-
nging, All-Dancing College 
lusical , " BAD NEWS," book 
1d lyrics by Harmon Dresner, 
1usic by Shellen Lubin , choreo-
raphed by Neil Cerbone, and 
irected by Gary P. Cohen . 
"BAD NEWS" is an endearing 
;,oof of all these old-timer 
ollege shows. It comes com-
1lete with gorgeous coeds, a 
>Uch-down or two, and loads of 
ah Rah Rhythm . 
New lersey Public Theatre-
,oers will undoubtably recog-
ize every name in " BAD NEWS " 
ist of A/I-Star players : Lisa 
allender, Cary Tinfow, Carol 
u:>colo, Neil Cerbone, Judi 
dams, David Christopher, 
ngela lntili, 0 . Selig Stokes -
II veterans of countless past 
l)PT productions and all great 
udience favorites. 
Although this is their first 
ollaboration, writers Harmon 
>resner and Shellen Lubin both 
,ave numerous individual writ-
1g and performing credits . 
by Rabbi Joseph Kichtman 
dvisor, Jewish Student Union 
On my recent trip to Israel 
veral impressions were made 
on me that I would like to 
are with you. 
I came to Israel after an 
sence of seven years and I was 
azed to see many new addi-
, ns in the growth of the coun-
' but a lot of old preducices 
I in existence. 
did not want to take the tour-
route, instead I rode public 
nsportation, took taxies, and 
ke with the average person in 
street. The general concen-
of the Israeli citizen is that 
ce was the most important 
necessary ingredient for 
ility of the country. They are 
d of wars that were forced 
n them. They want to live in 
ce with their neighbors and 
~in building a strong 
nomy. This is why they have 
so much faith in President 
ter 's efforts in achieving 
ce in the region . 
ey are, however, painfully 
re of the hatred and animos-
of the Arab nations who did 
support the Camp Davi9 ac-
s. #,,, 
Author of the book and lyrics, 
Dr. Dresner recently served as 
co-lyricist for the Off-Off Broad-
way musica, "GARDEN PARK." 
His play for children, an adapta-
tion of " Sleeping Beauty" en-
titled, " MIRACLES" has had 
productions in Chicago and San 
Francisco. As an actor Mr. 
Dresner has appeared in over 
thirty professional plays in stock 
and regional theatres across the 
country. He has appeared with 
such noteables as Bill Bixby, Hans 
Conried , Kay Ballard, and Stubby 
Kaye. He must recently toured in 
a production of " COME BLOW 
YOUR HORN" with Lou Jacobi, 
Sylvia Sydney, and Kevin Tighe. 
Composer Shellen Lubin has 
written the music and lyrics for a 
number of musicals including 
"CELEBRATE MY LOVE," which 
was produced by the Equity Lib-
rary Theatre, and " LADIES," 
produced by Theatre Exchange 
and Pandora. Two of her songs 
were features in Milos Forman 's 
film, "TAKING OFF," in which 
she also appeared. Many of her 
songs are currently being sung 
by a variety of singers, from 
cabaret to folk/ rock to disco. As 
a singer/ songwriter she has 
appeared at a number of clubs, 
most recentl y at New York 's 
Scene One and the famo us 
Grand Finale. 
Choreographer Neil Cer-
bone 's fan cy footwork has been 
dazzling Union County aud-
iences for quite some time now. 
His musical staging for past NJPT 
productions, such as th is 
season 's " PIPPIN " and " TOM -
MY," in which he also played 
leading roles, is always excit ing 
and fresh. 
Photo by Chandros 
Cary Tinfow, Lisa Cohen (top) Carol Vuocolo, Neil Cerbone (bot-
tom). 
Finally, Garry P.- Cohen, one o f 
the guiding creative forces at the 
NJPT, will be well remembered 
for his directorial spark with past 
musicals and plays : " GYPSY," 
" ROBBER BRIDEGROOM, PIP-
PIN ," and most recently, the ac-
claimed " EQUUS." 
Will peace with Egypt bring 
with it a peaceful existence with 
Syria, Iraq, and Jordan , they ask? 
Will the P.L.O. cease planting 
bombs on buses and stop terror-
ist raids into border settle-
ments? Why should each citizen 
constantly be on the alert for sus-
picious packages left on buses or 
in the supermarket? Peace, they 
feel, is a two way street . 
I felt an aura of hatred when I 
heard Arabs speak about Israel. 
Those same Arab businessmen 
who are thriving and prospering 
in Israel, unlike their brethren in 
Arab countries . 
Yet, despite these conditions, 
there is always a smile on the 
faces I saw. Despite an inflation 
rate of 50% and the fact that sixty 
xents of every dollar goes for 
defense, no citizen of Israel , Jew 
or Arab, Christian or Moslem 
goes hungry or has no place to 
lay his head. 
Their prayer and hope, as well 
as mine is that peace speedly 
come, so that the prophet 's 
prediction will come true, when 
all will know the Lord , and each 
w ill live in peace, every man 
tranquil and happy . 




Wilson Bryan Key 
12:15 
author of the Signet paperbacks 
SUBLIMINAL SEDUCTION 
d 
MEDIA SEXPLOIT A TION 
Thursday, March 22 
Little Theatre 
I 
Friday, March 23 and will ~on-
tinue to delight audiences 
through April 28. Perforr:nances 
are Fridays at 8 :30, Saturdays at 
7:00 and 10:00, and Sundays at 
7:30. Group, student and senior 
citizens rates are available. Call 
(201) 272-5704 or 351 -5033 for 
ticket reservations and informa-
tion . Don' t let yourself miss 
" BAD NEWS." It could be the 








Work Close .to Home 
7 AM-3:30 PM or 
3:30 PM-12 Midnight 
1 or 2 Weeks Each Month 
We'll fit our schedule 
to yours! 
Call us any weekday. 
We'll gladly tell you 
how easily you can 
earn attractive wages 
by doing I ight or heavy· 
warehouse work at our 
Clark facility. 
We're one of the 
world's fastest-grow-
ing companies in the 
cosmetics industry. 
Anci we now seek those 
who can pitch in and 
help us during our 
peak workloads. 
No experience neces-
sary. Only the willing-
.ness to work ... on a 
schedule that's con-
venient to your need. 
Act without delay 
while openings are im-
mediate. Call 
Cosmair, Inc . Person-





222 Terminal Ave. 
Clark, NJ 07066 
Equal Opportunity Employer, M/ F 
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Charlie Daniels Lends A 
Hand J?or Rock-A-Thon 
by Carlos de Sa 
"~ure, I'd be pleased to come 
back here and jam with you 
tellers, " said Charlie Daniels to 
an astonished group ot 
musicians trom the band " l:ter-
nity. " 
Daniels, the legendary coun-
try-rock star, was slated to per-
torm in concert at the TPA later 
that Saturday eveni ng. Hut he 
took time out in the af ternoon to 
drop in at the College Ce nte r 
Caleteria where the ~reshma n 
' class was holding its Rock-A-
r hon, a 24-hour rocking chair 
marathon to raise money for 
Leukemia. 
Daniels " tunned" with the 
students who were participating 
in lhe Rock-i\-Thon, __ signed 
autog-raphs,- and talked · to 
members ot ··1:ternity," there to. 
provide the tree musical enter-
tainment. 
" He's just a regular guy," said 
one student, " because he gives 
ot his time to be with people ." 
Daniels praised the efforts ol 
the students working the Leu-
kemia Rock-A-Thon. "If those 
people can sit tor 24 hours in 
those chairs, I sure as heck can 
spend an hour of my time with 
them," he said . 
Later that even ing, after a t re-
mendous concert w hich had 
people dancing in the ais les and 
Charlie Daniels joined the band "ETERNITY" for a few numbers ..• 
three raucous encores, Charlie an electric guitar and greeted 
Daniels, true to his word, "Eternity. " 
returned to the Rock-A-Thon . Daniels played ·· Kansas City " 
A gratetul Mark Cichowski , and a mean slow blues number 
Freshma n class President and with the local band, interjecting 
sponsor ·of the tund-raising his own familiar lead guitar licks, 
drive, and a beaming Dave to the delight ot his small but 
Meyers; graduate assistant with captive audience. 
Student Activities, who was Betore he left, Daniels scrib-
instrumental in bringing Daniels bled a note on the Rock-A-Thon 
to the Rock-A-Thon (" There's poster . It read : "Thanks for the 
nothing I can 't do," he said) , good time. " When it was over, 
crowded around the stage w ith the Rock-A-1 hon had co llected 
the handful of sudents in the in excess of $400, $100 of which 
cafeteria , as Daniels strapped on came trom Daniels' pocket. 
Mark Cichowski, Freshman Class President, reads a letter from a 
leukemia victim thanking him for his participation and organization 
in the Rock-A-Thon. 
Charlie Daniels is the center of attraction at the Rock-A-Thon. 
and the crowd reaction was very enthusiastic. 
Nancy Shoenburger lends a helping hand to one of the "rockers." An unidentified cowboy receives some advice· from a celebrity. 
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Ex-Outlaw Henry Paul opens for Char Ile Daniels 
, Photo by II.ob Axelso n Phot o by II.ob ) 
Me mber o f Henry Paul band belts out some hot southern' One of Henry Paul's lead guitarists belts it out to an enthusias-
tic audience. 
Good old Southern Rock came to the T.P.A. on St. Pat-
rick's Day. 
Photo by II. ob Axelson 
Henry Paul me llows out with some fine aco ustical work ... 
Pho to by Joe Leatherwood 
Charfie Daniels fiddles while Tom Crain burns! 
Photo b y Joe Lea therwood 
and blows the audience away with his heavy electrical ax. ' 
Photo by Joe Lea th erwood 
Audience really gets in~o Charlie Daniels plucking his fiddle. 
The ~Department c,f Intramural Recreatic,n 
Spc,rts Is Spc,nsc,ring: 
J'he Kean C"ollege 
!)"Kl C'LUB 
There will be ski trips to Hunter Mtn. on March 18, 15 
(Sundays ) 
Lift Tickets Price : $ I 0.50 
Transportation: Provided by Kean College 
Ski Rentals: $9 .50 (at Hunter Mtn .) 
Departure Time: 6:00 a.m. 
Place : D'Angola Gym Parking Lot 
Return Time: 7:30 p.m. 
Sign Up: Mon.-Fri. at 12:30 in the Student Center, in 
proceeding week of trip. A $5.00 deposi t is due. (I.D. is re-
quired) 
DO 






It so, sign up tor the Annual 
Dance Marathon. ~,gn up now 
through A p ri I tor the -1 Y; Y 
Dance Marathon. ~,gn up table 
is in tront ot the ~tu dent Lent er 
Cateteria most atternoons. Pick 
up important 1ntormat1on anc1 
sponsor sheets!!! .. LJa nee the 
pants ott ot everybody on th e 
blockl 11 - Johnny s LJance Banc1 
lhurs., Mar. 'J.'J., 1979 
fri., Mar. :B, 1979 
lhurs., Mar. 'J.9, 1979 
lhurs., Apr. 5, 1979 
E[ECTION DATES 1979 . 
hnal tlection tor Class Otti cers . Poll s open at 9:00 a.m. and close at 
5 :00 p.m . 
Applications tor Student Council close at 4:00 p .m. MANDATORY 
meeting ot all ca ndidates at 4:30 p .m . in Student Org. Ol '•r ,s. 13allot 
positions will be assigned. 
Primary 1:lection tor Student Council. Po lls oper, at ~:00 a.m. and 
close at 5:00 p.m . 
Final 1:lection to r Student Cou nci l. Po ll s o pen at 9:00 a.m. and close at 
5:00 p.m. 
Wl-ttfSGOINGON ... 
Thursday, March 'J.'J., 1979 
9:00- 5:00 p.m. 
12 :15 p .m. 
12: 15 & 7:40 p .m. 
6 :00-11 :00 p .m. 
6:30-10:00 p .m . 
7:40-10:10 p .m . 
8 :30 p .m. 
friday, March 'J.3, 1979 
7:00- 9:00 p .m . 
7:00-10:00 p.m . 
!>aturday, March 'J.4, 1979 
8:00 p .m . 
8 :00 p .m . 
!>unday, March 'J.5, 1979 
4:00-8:00 p.m . 
6:00 p.m. 
7:30 p .m. 
Monday, March 'J.6, 1979 
12:00- 3:00 p .m . 
3:00- 5:00 p .m . 
8:00 p .m . 
8 :00 p.m . 
9 :00-11:00 p .m. 
10:00-end 
luesday, March 'J.7, 1979 
12:00- 3:00 p .m . 
12:10 p.m. 
1 :30- 3:30 p.m. 
1 :40,-, 2:55 p.m . 
3 :30- 5:00 p .m . 
5:00-10 :00 p .m . 
7:30-10 :00 p .m . 
7:40-10:00 p.m. 
" . 
8:00-11 :00 p.m . ,, 
Wednesday, March 'J.8, 1979 
12 :00 p .m. 
12:00- 3:00 p .m. 
1:30 p.m . 
3 & 8 p.m. 
3 & 8 p.m. 
8:00-10 :00 p .m. 
Elections for Class Officers 
Townsend Lecture : Dr. Wilson Key 
Subliminal Seduction (slide show) 
Survival Seminar-Protecting Your M o ney 
Lambda Theta Alpha 
first Aid Sq uad Lecture 
Alpha Theta Pi 
Residence Assoc. All College Party 
CIAO "The Italian Club " 
Evening Student Council 
TASHI Kean College Concert Series 
Tickets $5, $6 Music Dept. 
Delta Sigma Theta Disco 
Groove Phi Groove 
Mass 
CCB Film : " The Fury " 25<r admission 
S/ A Video-ta pe: 
History of the IJeatles 
Great Heavyweight Fights 
Robert Klein 
Eric Clapton & Cream 
Latin Fraternity 
CCB presents : Lonnie Liston Smith & 
Gill Scott Heron - Tickets $4 
Student Activities Jazz Showcase 
Omega Psi Phi 
Omega Psi Ph i Disco 
Student Activi ties Video-tape : 
History of the Beatles 
G reat Heavyweight Fights 
Robert Klein 
Eric Clapto n & Cream 
Mass 
Human Sex ualit y Workshop 
IVCF 
School of Education Curr iculum Committee 
EEO 




Council for Exceptional Children 
Speech, Theatre, M edia 
Yoga Club 
Association for Computer Machinery 
CCC 
Alpha Kappa Psi 
Psychology Club 
Science Organization 
Kappa Delta Pi 
Nu Theta Chi Spaghetti Dinner 
Omega Sigma Psi 
Nu Theta Chi 
Omega Sigma Psi 
Delta Sigma Pi 
Lambda Chi Rho 
Nu Sigma Tau 
Rho Theta Tau 
Sigma Beta Chi 
Sigma Kappa Ph i 
Nu Sigma Phi 
Zeta Delta Pi 
Nu Delta Pi 
Sigma Theta Chi 
Sigma Beta I au 
Freshmen Class presents: Simon Sa ys 
Delta Sigma Pi 
Woman Talk 
Student Activities V1edeo-tape: 
History ol the IJeatles 
Great Heavyweigh t hghts 
Robert Klein 
Eri c Clapron & Cream 
Kean lristruct1onal I earn Workshop 
S/ A Film: "What's Up, l1ger Lily( ' tree 
English Dept. " rhe Winslow Boy " 
Groove Phi Groove Meeting · 
Christ ian Prayer Meetin 
Sloan Lge 





Col. Ctr. Cate. 
J-102 
Alumni Lge 
Wilkins I heatre 
Grill Km 
Mtg Km A 
IJrowsing Km 
Wilkins I heatre 
Sloan Lge · 
)101 
Wilkins l'heatre 
Litt le I heat re 




































Loi. Ur. Lale. 
1Jrows1ng Km 
13rows ing Km 
Sloa n Lge 
W211 






Teachers assault student vehicle. 
The "Picket line.'' Beware ot angry professors! 
INDEPENDENT 
f'hoto by Jane Maltz 
f'ho to by Jane Maltz 
March 11., 1979 
f'hoto by Jane Maltz 
Dr. Reid of Biology Department walking the picket 
line. 
Photo by Jane Maltz 
Jose Quiles hands out flyers listing teacher's demands. 
THE STARS CAME OUT TO HELP THE HANDICAPPED---=-
~ 
f'hoto by Pa tr,c,a Ga llant e 
f'hoto by f'atr,c,a Ga llante Storm Field poses with two representatives of 
Both the faculty and the All-Stars gave their all. Yet the Union County Day Care Shelter who 
there we re times when neither team knew were the attended the game. All the proceeds from 
f'hoto by Jose !>alas 
Everybody's watching and waiting for the ball. 
ball was because they were trying so hard. the game are to be given to the Shelter. 
------------------1-■1~:-----,- -----------------, 
Pho to by Patr,cia Gallante 
Kean's Ollie Hawkins adds 2 points for ·the cause. · 
Phot o b y Patricia Gallante 
The ABC All-Stars take time out to discuss how they can pull from behind. 
March 22, 1979 
b y M arie Fida li 
Music Box Editor 
Because o f the increased 
popularity o f d isco, new cl ubs 
are making their debuts all over. 
I decided to try out a new place 
called The Palace, located close 
by on U.S. Highway #1 (south) in 
Elizabeth . At one time the build-
ing was known as the Town & 
Campus Banquet Center. A very 
smart and wise move reformed it 
into the most elegant and com-
plete of disco clubs that I've seen 
in New Jersey. 
This place is perfect. Modern-
ly decorated in black and silver, 
there is room for d ining (nightly 
from 5-10), dancing, ami rela x-
ing.- There is a huge dance ffoor 
with some of the best light 
equipment around . Neon stars 
and spheres dazzle the ceiling 
while strobe and various other 
lights pulsate to the beat of the 
music. The music is mixed per-
fectly by the D.J.'s who make the 
sound nothing less than the best. 
In the lobby you can either sit in 
one o f the very plush and com-
fortable seats, or play an elec-
tronic game of Hit Me, or Pinball 
with a friend . If you feel like es-
caping where it 's more cool and 
quiet, there's a room with a small 
bar, various games, and more 
comfortable seats in whi ch you 
can relax. 
The Palace is open seven 
nights a week. Weekend nights 
it 's open house with a $5.00 ad-
mission . Monday is private party 
night. Tuesday night admission is 
half price .with a college I.D. 
card . Wednesday nights guys.get 
in free, and Thursday nights girls 
get in for free . For $2.00 you can 
get a 10 oz. mixed drink in a glass. 
This is pretty good considering 
some places charge $1.75 for a 6 
oz. mixed drink in a plast ic cup 
(and it usually always cracks) . 
Salsa 's Back 
b y Carlos Gonzales 
" Siembra," Willie Colon and 
Ruben Blades, the two musi-
cians responsible for the great LP 
" Metiendo Mano," have once 
again joined forces to delight us 
with an even greater achieve-
ment, their new album titled 
"Siembra." 
Even though the individual 
se lect ions are superb, to fully ap-
preciate this work of art one 
must look at It as a concept 
album, viewing the work as a 
whole rather t han through indi -
vidual songs. In both music and 
lyrics, Willie and Ruben have 
gone beyond the usual limits set 
by the other salsa artists. One 
word fully exemplifies Siembra 's 
message; Plastico. Which is the 
opening song on side one of the 
album. They modernize the 
concept of salsa by mixing it with 
today 's disco sounds. 
The rest of the album is 
superb. So, check it out. 
You can listen to this and a lot 
more sa Isa greats on the " Sunday 
Salsa Review" on WKCU , 59 am, 
with your host, DJ Carlos, Sunday 
night from 6-8 p.m. 
Shakedown Street 
b y M ichael Heron 
With the release of the Dead 's 
new album, Shakedown Street 
has come some rather sly 
remarks l ike "Shakedown ~treet , 
rife w ith bli nd intersections, 
comes across as an artistic dead 
end." (RS'79). 
This writer fee ls somewhat 
d ifferent, for the album conta ins 
several songs that are being 
received well, nationwide. Bob 
Weir 's vocals, on " Good Lovin," 
if anything adds some depth to 
the Dead, and by no means hurts 
the group in any way. The best 
cut on the album is " Shake-
down Street," a very mellow 
tune, which is doing exce llent on 
t he Easy Liste"'ing Statio ns. 
Other songs compil ed on this 
album are " Minglewood Blues," 
" Stagger Lee," and "Fire on the 
.Mountain." So if you read any 
other bad reviews on this album, 
don' t believe them . This is an 
album which should be owned 
by every Grateful Dead Head ... 
New Dawn Arts Collective 
New Dawn Arts Collective an-
nounces the opening of " Arrow 
Series," an exhibition of mixed 
media, two and three dimen-
sional works by Brian McCor-
mack at the New Dawn Gallery at 
1140 East Jersey St. , Elizabeth , N.J. 
on March 30 through April 27. 
The "Arrows Series" by 
McCormack have their o rigins in 
the rather simple fact that arrows 
are part of an everyday en-
counter for most people. (i .e. on 
the streets, hallways, exits, etc.). 
Thus, this somewhat utilitar ian 
symbol borders o n cliche but in 
these wo rks the artist " de-
utilizes" them. The arrow, 
although still indicating a direc-
tion, takes on an abstract sense. 
These works carefu lly juxta-
pose abstraction and repre-
sentation with this two dimen-
sional tlat motif set o ff with a 
pai nted surface and/ or f loures-
cent light. There. is an obvious 
consideration of materials and 
what they can do w ith the flat 
man-made reproduced object . 
Thus the flatness and overall 
design are representational 
while the paint and light are ab-
stract. 
These arrow works establish a 
relatively limited and consistent 
visual vocabulary that demon-
strates a sense of order and con-
trol as well as eccentricity. This 
sh o w stands somew h e r e 
between being a set of indi-
vidual pieces and an environ-
ment. 
There will be an opening 
reception for the artist on M arch 
30 from 6:30-8 :00 p.m. The 
public is invited. 
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The Pala ce has it all and once 
people catch on to this new club 
it will be giving alot of other dis-
cos more than competition. The 
people there are really nice and 
friendly. So, if you ' re getting 
bored of all the other discos and 
think you 'd like to try a place that 
really has alot of class - don ' t 
hesitate. I recommend this club 
to anyone who appreciates hav-
ing a really fine time. Best of Luck 
to the management! 
The Yankees 
by George Schifini 
As a Yankee fanatic I couldn ' t 
resist reviewing a group calling 
itself by the name of my idols. 
The album is entitled " High N' 
Inside," but the Yankees mix 
them up a bit with some fastballs 
and a few curves. 
The lead voca list and prin-
cipal songwriter, Jon Tiven, 
writes apparently autobio-
graphical material such as; Give 
It Up. A couple of optimistical 
songs; Believe, Take It Like a 
Man and kinky numbers such as; 
Take Me Home & Make Me Like 
It, to keep this reviewer 's 
unwarped tastes satisfied. 
The lineup is John Tiven, elec-
tric guitar; Sally Young, acoustic 
guitar; Paul Ossola, keyboards; 
and Mickey Curry, drums. 
I don 't think these Yanks will 
be Champs like their namesake; 
but who knows - it could be the 
beginnings of a dynasty. 
Homesteader 
(Continued from page 2) 
my plastic sheets up years ago. 
(No kidding !) 
If you find yourselt in this pre-
d icament don't hesitate to in-
form your Resident Assistant. 
Sometimes leaking ducts are 
caused by the weight o f your 
hanging plants. Seriously, how 
many residents actually use 
those plant hangers stuck in the 
middle of the ceiling ? I find them 
too awkward to use. 
A number o f residents have 
been under the assumption that I 
have " tamed " down thi s semes-
ter . To tell you the truth I 
probably have. I reall y can ' t " go 
after " someone if I do not have 
something to go after them 
about. 
O nce again this is where you as 
residents come in . If there is 
something bothering you per-
sonally, or you want to get some-
thing off your chest , don't hesi-
tate to drop me a line. 
That Jazz 
(Continued from page 17) 
Karima on p iano comprise 
Awareness. 
Take it from this band had the 
talent to be considered number 
one as they walked away with 
first place. All the arrangements 
from " Parker-Iran-," " Love of 
Allah " and Nellies Blues proved 
that this was the band that would 
be doing the Jazz Showcase. 
Awareness may have been one 
of the finest Jazz bands that I 
have witnessed here at Kean . 
Make sure that you do not miss 
them when they perform . 
Remember Jazz is reality. 
Page 15 
b y Nancy Crespo 
On March 13 the H ispanic students from Kean held an emergency 
meeting to discuss rumors about the Spanish Cultural and Social Club 
and about Gus Garcia . -
There seems to be a lack of knowledge of how the club is run and 
who runs it. 
A group of about 25 students were present at this meeting. About 
six of these students were ignorant of the structure of the Spanish 
Club. 
Raul Rogers, president of SCSC, chaired the meeting which took 
place between 1:30 and 3:20 p.m. 
Carlos Quintana, a freshman , was discontented with the opera-
tion of the club and its relationship with new students. He was given a 
chance to express himself and find out more about the club. 
He claims that the Spanish Club hasn ' t helped the students and its 
Board is not performing its duties. He also feels that the freshmen are 
being kept out of the club and are not informed about meetings and 
events. Carlos was speaking on behalf of a grou p of freshmen 
students. 
Carlos stated that Gus Garcia is only their friend when he needs a 
vote or their support. He said, " you are only our friend for 24 hours. 
We do not want this any longer. " Gus responded, " I spend 18 hours a 
day helping the Hispanics out and you have been talking behind my 
backl " . 
Mr. Quintant some time ago approached Gus with a problem and 
got no help. When asked about the problem he refused to answer 
because it was too late to do anything about it. 
He had a list of requests : " We want the club to have elections again 
because we were not informed of them. " He also wanted to see a new 
president on the board so that new ideas can be established. 
Ileana Goberna explained to him that according to the school con-
stitution a president is elected to office for at least one year. 
Elections for the club were held last May and at the first meeting 
the constitution was handed to everyone and explained. Carlos and 
friends were not informed simply because they were not there. This 
Spanish board has been the best board the club has had in the past 
four years. 
Carlos said to Raul, " usted esta tratando de hacer como la cerveza, 
sube muy rapido." In other words he was saying that Raul is trying to 
get to the top very rapidly. 
As a result of all these beautiful words, it was suggested that com-
mittees be organized. There will be a committee to translate the con-
stitution in Spanish and a committee that would approach the new 
students and inform them about the club. The members will also 
speak to others and inform them of up-coming activities. Flyers and 
all publicity will be printed in Spanish and English. 
The meeting was in order and all the misunderstandings were 
cleared a nd explai ned. Someth ing w as accomplished. 
••• 
by Juan Ga/is-Menendez 
La facultad de las Universidades controlada por el estado de New 
Jersey, han eligido protestar las nuevas demandas de T. Edward Hol-
lander representando el estado, en las negosiasiones sobre un nuevo 
contrato de empleo. 
La realidad de un a huelga , eligida por la mayoria de los profesores 
miembros de la union, American Federation of Teachers, ti ene muy 
importantes implicasiones para todos estudian tes. Specificamente, el 
peligro de perder el presente semestre, ye queen caso de huelga, la 
Universidad terminaria serada, si la situasion durara mas de dos 
semanas sin solusion. · 
Las rasones por las cuales, los profesores protestan en esta manera, 
son dos; Primero, los administradores han pedido q ue todos profes-
ores trabajen extra horas, pero, sin recibir justa recompensa. Segun-
do, tanbien han querido limitar la " Libertad Academica" de el 
material estudiado en todos cursos, lo cual anteriormente fue com-
pletamente la desision de el profesor individual. 
La organicasion de estudiantes, y el presidente de esta, Ray 
Parente, consideran que nuestro interes como estudiantes esta en 
proteger nuestro derecho a la educasion . Parente, he dicho que si le 
es nesesario, estaba dispuesto a presentar una demanda de la corte, 
obl igando a los profesores a regresar a sus responsabilidades, y pro-
tegiendo interes economico de todos alumnos. 
La haelga no tiene el apoyo de todos profesores, ni de la gran 
mayoria, muchos han protetado en contra la union, y en contra la 
huelga en particular. Entre estos se encuentra el profeso r Cayetano J. 
Socarras, qui en huelga, o no huelga, cu mplira con sus o bligaciones y 
responsabilidades. Todos estudiantes deberian actuar de esta misma 
manera , y cumpli r con todas responsabilidades. 
• • • 
The facu lty of all state universities in the state o f N.J. have chosen to 
protest the new demands by T. Edward Holla nder in the negotiations 
for a new employment contract. 
The reality of a strike, voted by the majority of professo rs -
members of the union, A merican Federation of Teachers, has many 
important impl ications for the students. There is a possibil ity of losing 
this present semester, if the strike continues for more than two weeks 
without any sol utions. 
The reason why these professors are protesting in this manner are: 
The administration has asked that all the professors work extra hours 
without just compensation. They _also want to limit academic liber-
ties concern ing materials used in all the courses, w hich was the deci -
sion of the individual professor. 
The student organization and its president, Ray Parente, feel that 
our interests as students is to protect our educational rights. Parente 
says that if it is necessary he will take the case to court forcing the 
teachers to return to their responsibilities and thus protecting the 
economic interests of the students. 
Not all professors are supporting the strike many have protested 
against it. Among these you find professor Cayetano J. Socarras, who 
will carry on with his responsibi lit ies and obl igations. Al l st udents 
should also act in th is manner and fulfill their responsibil it ies. 
• 
" 
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Alistair Logan, The Battling Barrister 
by Deborah Orazi 
lhe Irish Club and Townsend 
Lecture Series of Kean College 
presented on March 15th, Alis-
tair Logan , a British-lawyer noted 
tor his defense ot Catholic poli-
tical prisoners in Northern 
Ireland and his knowledge ot the 
political situation there. 
He spoke in J-100 betore a very 
small audience of students ; most 
likely few in number due to the 
inconvenient time the lecture 
was scheduled tor (3:00 p .m.) 
and a lack ot publicity. 
Mr. Logan began the lecture 
with a short film he brought 
along about Long Kesh prison . 
just outside of Belfast in Nor-
thern Ireland. In it we are given 
an account o t what l i te is like~n-H 
block (so called because the 
building is laid out in H for-
mation) tor Irish Catholic poli-
tical prisoners. 
Conditions are poor to say the 
least. l _he prisoners sleep on thin 
matresses laid on concrete 
tloors, wrapped in wool blankets 
- clothing is not allowed to be 
worn in their cells . Books, paper . 
and pencils are atso restricted. 
One soft-spoken ex-prisoner 
recounts the beatings and inci-
dents ol totture in tlicted on 
pr isoners by sta ll. 
We are shown mass ralli es in 
Be l fast , condemning the 
inhuman treatment in Long Kesh 
and listen to the stories ot 
mothers wi th so ns (and 
daughte rs) in Lon_g__K~h 
'"\ 
In the lecture afterwards, Mr. 
Logan stressed the lack ot 
respect tor human rights in Nor-
thern Ireland and gave explana-
tion ot the events that lead up to 
the conflict _there today. 
Mr. Logan sees the Hritish 
government and army as a prime 
problem in Ireland saying , ·· Nor-
thern Ireland is Britain 's Viet 
Nam. " lhere has been , ·· no 
democracy, no elections in 
years," he_added. 
His mission here in the United 
States, Logan claims, Is to in-
crease the American people's 
awareness ot the situation and 
call tor involvement by the 
American government in Nor-
thern l1eJand. 
Alistair Logan 
'l'he Roots Of Jazz 'I'rivialities 
by Mary Anna Polansky 
In March, 1935, Metronome, 
the well-known music magazine, 
raved : ·· Benny Goodman and his 
'Let 's Dance' band are a truly 
great outfit - tine arrange-
ments and musicians who are 
together all the time - they 
phrase together, they bite 
together, they swing together. 
And there are plenty of indi-
vidual stand-outs - Papa Ben-
ny's clarinet, Helen Ward 's 
vocals, Gene Krupa 's drums, 
Frank Froeba 's piano, Jack 
Lacey 's trombone, Peewee 
Erwin 's trumpet , Arthur Rol-
lini 's tenor sax, ad intini-
tum ... wondertul. " 
In 1935, Benny Goodman 's 
band was known to only a tew 
jazz enthusiasts; this tact 
changed, however, when radio 
producer Joe Bonime heard the 
Goodman outtit at Billy Rose 's 
Music Hall and ottered the band 
a radio appearance. The group 
played a three-hour music 
marathon every Saturday night; 
also teatured on the program 
were the Latin music ot Xavier 
Cugat and the unimpressive 
sounds ot Kel Murray. Good-
man's radio stint lasted twenty-
six weeks, but the band 's repu-
tation grew. 
Goodman's first New York 
engagement occurred in May of 
1935; he played the Grill Room 
ot the Roosevelt Hotel. Metro-
nome reported that the Good-
man sound was the ·· closest to 
perfection heard in many 
moons. Benny and the rest ot the 
boys have adapted themselves 
(to the room) beautifully ; they 
produce a subdued type of swing 
that is a credit to the profession 
and which clicked immediately 
with all the varied ages. the grill 
down there draws." Unfortu-
nately, this type of praise wasn ' 
enough praise to convince the 
manager oi the hotel; he 
thought the band was horrible. 
On opening n ight, Goodman 
received his two weeks' notice. 
Although the Roosevelt 
appearance turned out to be a 
fiasco, Goodman kept his hand 
busy with one-nighters and 
record dates. Between April and 
July of 1935, Goodman recorded 
the Fletcher Henderson arr.ange-
ments of Blue Skies, Sometimes 
I'm Happy, and King Porter 
Stomp. The jazz style evoked on 
these records consisted of Good-
man 's setting off one band sec-
tion against the other or allow-
ing one section to sound like a 
solo. A lso breaking trom the 
background and creating a dis-
tinct voice was Goodman 's clari-
net. 
Before the band left New York 
on a cross-country tour, Ben ny 
Goodman and Gene Krupa par-
ti cipated in a grou nd-breaking 
record session. With Teddy Wil-
son, a pianist tor whom many 
musicians had nothing but re-
spect, Goodman and Krupa 
recorded the first ot the now-
tamous Benny Goodman Trip 
sides : After You've Gone, Body 
and Soul, Who, and Someday 
Sweetheart. 
Alter another humiliating date 
in Denver, Goodman 's band ex-
perienced a change ot pace in 
Oklahoma, California. People 
lined up to see the outiit and 
cheered every swing number. 
Even more successful than tne 
Oakland date was Goodman 's 
appearance at the famous 
Palomar ballroom ; the audi-
ence 's cheers could be heard on 
a coast to coast radio broadcast. 
It seemed that swing had finally 
been accepted and appre-
ciated. 
Alter the Palomar date, Good-
man 's band played the Urban 
Room ot Chicago 's Congress 
Hotel ; what was supposed to 
have been a three-week engage-
ment lasted eight months! Wh ile 
in Chicago, the band recorded 
one ot its biggest h its, Stompin' 
at the Savoy. Goodman, now 
billed as "The King ot Swing, " 
also allowed his vocalist Helen 
Ward to record some great 
songs: Goody, Goody, It's Been 
So Long, and No Other One. 
In Chicago, the band started a 
new radio series and played Sun-
day alternoon concerts at the 
Congress Hotel. During one ot 
these concerts , Goodman made 
a stand on race relations when he 
presented black pianist Teddy 
Wilson to the crowd. From then 
on, Wilson appeared as a feature 
member ol the Goodman Trio. 
On April 28, 1936, Goodman 
left the Congress. Metronone 
reported that in its national sw-
ing band poll , Goodman out-
ranked the popular Casa Loma 
orchestra by nearly 2 to 1. There 
was nothing leit tor the Good-
man band to do but hit 
Hollywood and work on a movie, 
The Big Broadcast of 1937. 
During this time, Goodman 
added to his entourage the vi-
braphone player Lionel Hamp-
ton. l he trio thus became a 
quartet and recorded Dinah, 
Moonglow, and Vibraphone 
Blues. 
In October, 1936, Goodman 
opened in the Manhatten Room 
ot New York 's Pennsylvania 
Hotel. Night alter n ight, the 
audiences crowded into an int i-
mate basement to hear some 
quality jazz. On hand were rec0 
ruited trumpeters Harry James 
and Ziggy Elman who added a 
vibrant immediacy to . Good-
man 's brass section. 
A fter the smash success in the 
Manhatten Room and an equally 
excit ing date at the Paramount 
I heater, Goodman replaced 
singer Helen Ward with Martha 
Tilton . During this time, Good-
man was criticized tor his seem-
ingly rude, mostly preoccupied 
behavior. Band leader Tommy 
Dorsey quickly rose to Good-
man's defense : " Hey, that guy's 
so busy right now he doesn 't 
know it he's coming or going 
most ot the time. I just saw him 
the other day and he had noth-
ing even remotely resembling a 
big head." Glenn Miller also 
agreed : " Benny and I came to 
New York together. We roomed 
together when we were with Ben 
Pollack. He was a swell gent then 
and he still is one today. You've 
got to really know Benny to ap-
preciate his many wonderful 
qualities." 
Next week : the famous Car-
negie Hall concert and more. 
by Allan Margolin 
1. Name the tour kids in the 
Family Circus. 
2. What is the name of the 
stowaway aboard the Jupiter II 
on "Lost in Space? " 
3. Where do Buster Brown 
and h is dog live? 
4. What is the name of Buster 
Brown's dog? 
5. Name the two performers 
that tied in 1968 tor the Academy 
Awards best actress catagory. 
6. " Mr. l rouble never stays 
around , when he hears this 
mighty ~ound," was the first line 
of what show's theme song? 
7. What is the name of the 
govemnient agency that chases 
and captures little people on 
"Land ot the Giants? " 
6. What is the Munster's ad-
dress? 





Phantom in the three versions of 
" The Phantom of the Opera." 
10. Who is Underdog's girl-
friend? 
11. Where does Magilla 
Gorilla live? 
12. What is the name of 
Samantha 's identical couson on 
" Bewitched?" 
13. What were the names of 
the characters the Beatled 
played in "A Hard Days Night?" 
14. In what police precinct is 
Barney Miller Captain. 
15. Name the police officer on 
" 1 op Cat. " 
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The Boomtown Rats 
Take on· America: Do Th·e Rat! 
by Dawn Shepherd 
The Boomtown Rats are in the 
midst o f their first America n tour 
ever, in support of their new CBS 
album, A Tonic For The Troops. 
Hopefully, this time the Rats are 
destined for the turntables of 
America, as was not the case with 
their Mercury release . Mercury 
poisoning indeed! 
I can' t say there has been a 
more exciting band to have 
evolved from Ireland ever. I can ' t 
remember a group that reminds 
me more of vintage mid-sixties 
Stones and Yard birds. Yet I don' t 
know what this adds up to in 1979 
- Does America still care about 
basic rock 'n ' roll? 
There is an unstated maxim 
somewhere that says that Irish 
musicians must leave their 
homeland in order to gain 
acceptance in their native land . 
. Witness the careers of Van 
Morrison, Rory Gallagher, Thin 
Lizzy. 
Th is Irish sextet is led by one 
mouthy Geezer, Mr. Bob Geldof, 
who by the looks of his photos is 
as visually pleasing as he is ver-
eally assaulting in his interviews. 
Bob has the knack for getting 
maximum mileage out of every 
interview he does in the British 
and American papers and may 
well be the first un-official pub-
licist/lead singer of rock 'n ' roll. 
The Boomtown Rats (from left to right) Pete Briquette, Gerry Cott, Johnnie Fingers, Simon Crowe, Garry 
Roberts and Bob Geldof. 
In a recent press confe rence 
Gelfof defended the Spring-
steen comparison to his songs " -
Joey's On The Street Again " and 
" Rat Trap. " 
"What you ' re doing is telling a 
story - there's a beginning, a 
middle, and an end. The music 
follows that pattern and illus-
trates what 's happening, so it 's 
like a mini-play. You can say it 's 
like a Springsteen, I accept that, 
though obviously I'm bored stiff 
with that comparison . What we 
feel is that Spri ngsteen is not the 
progenitor of that sound at all; 
Van Morrison is, in as much as 
Nothing Great A bout 'Em 
Inner Circle 12" 
High 'rension 12" 
( Island Records) 
by Deborah Orazi 
Have you ever wanted to put 
your fist through a record? One 
good karate chop could 
obliterate those offending 
grooves, but the disappoint-
ment of seeing at least one fine 
artist and your favorite record 
label degrade themselves is not 
so easily erasable. 
The fine artists in question are 
reggae band Inner Circle fea tur-
ing guiding light, Jacob Miller, 
the favorite label is Island. 
After unsuccessful stints at 
other labels, the last of which was 
Capitol in this country, Inner Cir-
cle signed with Island late last 
year. Directl y, they flew to Com-
pass Point Studios (owned by 
Island boss, Chris Blackwell) in 
Nassau and cut the album the 
two songs we are reviewing here 
are culled from. That album will 
be released soon, but mean-
while, we are given a preview of 
it in the form of a 12" single. 
" Everything is Great" is side 1. 
It is a deliberate attempt to 
duplicate reggae peers Third 
World 's success in the disco 
charts. Not that it sounds anyth-
ing li~e the danceable " Now 
Tha t We 've Found Love" 
because it doesn ' t - it is plainly 
inferior as a song, having little 
backbone to support the heavy 
instrumentation and even less 
creativity - but it is aimed at a 
disco crowd and holds no 
interest for a reggae audience. 
Island are so bold as to say " Disco 
Stereo" (whatever that means) 
on the label. That should have 
forewarned me. 
The song itself is at times 
reminiscent o f the niche Osibisa 
played in . and falls victim to the 
same excesses : weak structure 
and inane lyrics among them . 
The six m inute plus track ends 
(merci full y) with a touch o f 
Giorgio-esque rhythms. 
Side two is a relief. " Wanted 
(Dead or Alive)" is hopefully 
what the rest of the album will 
sound like. It is melod ic and 
sincere in approach with nice 
dub effects, but it can't take the 
bad taste out of my mouth left by 
Side 1. " Wanted For Singing Jah 's 
Songl " Inner Circle laments. 
" Why couldn 't )ah make Side 1 
like this" I wail. Even the sleeve is 
offensive. 
Hi-Tension are just pla in 
hopeless. The tapes I heard of 
them six months ago at Island in 
England made them sound like 
Earth, Wind and Fire clones 
without the Earth or Fire parts. 
While I sat listenin.g, their co-
producer Kofi Ayivor, once per-
cussionist with Osibisa, came in 
and delivered a sermon on the 
band in an accent that thad my 
head spinning. I have recovered 
suffic iently to warn you against 
this vinyl. 
"Hi-Tension " is the name of 
the song on Side 1 of the 12" 
single released in the States, 
don' t know or care if the album is 
out. The single went top ten in 
England a long time ago as did 
the follow-up, " British Hustle." 
These songs utilize every found 
cliche in the book from scratchy 
guitars to multi-tracked hand-
,; 
clapping defining the rhythm. 
How's this for lyrics, " Hi-Ten-
sion I That's what we are - super-
star I Blessed with the funk! " 
How ludicrous. The only 
redeeming factor on the song is a 
pleasant sax weaving in and out 
of the last couple minutes. 
The flip side, " Girl I Betcha," is 
a grade "D" ballad, easily 
forgotten. 
The mr.:-st horrific aspect of this 
mess is t hat this music is co-
produced by Island chief 
himself, Blackwell. This, from the 
man who had the insight and 
sensitivity to shelter the likes of 
Nick Drake, John Martyn and 
Brian Eno on his label. 
It is presumptuous for me to 
tell Chris Blackwell his business 
but someone should point out 
that he is quickly losing credib-
ility and esteem by encouraging 
and funding this ignorant muzak 
e.g. Hi-Tension, Grace Jones, 
Roundtree. 
In the words o f a great rocker 
(th row in a plug for Joe Jackson), 
"Look Sharp l " Island. 
Van Morrison is a Paddy as well , 
it 's very much an Irish style ." 
The Boomtown Rats first 
album, titled simply The Boom-
town Rats, was released in 
September 1977 on Ensign 
records . A raw, underproduced 
(to American ears at least) debut, 
by Russell C. Stokes, Jr. 
Well Jazz freaks it has 
happened again, the Monday 
Night Jazz Series presented the 
second Jazz Audition. In my 
opinion this attempt was 
probably better than the last 
one, which just goes to show 
you, that as time goes by the 
people who run Monday Night 
Jazz get better and better. 
First let me explain how this 
particular " audition" works. 
Each band must fill out an ap-
plication describing exactly what 
the band plays and the type of 
Jazz they play. The band must 
also list their original material to 
be played at the first audition. 
Each band or artist must perform 
for 30 minutes, and can be 
penalized if they exceed or fall 
short of the time criteria . At the 
end of the night the two judges 
make the decision, as to who wi II 
perform in the showcase for the 
money. 
The first band to appear was 
Windjammer, I have no idea how 
they sounded or what they 
played, since I arrived some-
what late. I am sure that they did 
justice to Jazz. (At least I hope 
they did). 
After Windjammer, Hamilton 
Splat took the stage, with Tom 
Hamilton on tenor sax, Pat 
Cerasiello on guitar, Rick Crane, 
electric bas acoustic and Brian 
Reny on druns. These guys play a 
type o f Jazz fusion. They have 
commercial appeal and should 
be able to at least get a few club 
dates, if they haven 't already. 
The arrangements written by 
Hamilton are very tight and well 
written . " Monday Night Fever," 
Bananna Splatt and " Couplers 
Dream" were stand out arrange-
ments .' The organ synthesizer 
also added to the commercial 
appeal. 
Bakoda the band that 
appeared next were you ng and it 
showed . Another fusion band, 
but with the emphasis on loud 
but with Bob 's unimitable 
singing and storytelling and their· 
potent brand of British R&B it 
made a huge impression on rock 
fans in England (me included) . 
Since that time the Rats have 
scored five hit singles and are the 
hottest band in Britain today. In a 
reader 's poll in a British weekly, 
Record Mirror, The Boomtown 
Rats were voted No. 1 Band, Best 
Single-"Rat Trap" and Bob 
Geldof was voted 2nd Best Male 
Singer (after David Bowie)! 
My first dose of the Boomtown 
Rats came with a listen of " Look-
ing After No. l ," a song that I f irst 
heard on the excellent Vertigo 
" New Wave" sampler . An in-
credibly hard-rocking angry 
song, "No. 1" is somewhat of an 
anthem o f the new wave. 
Talent, touring, and lots of 
hard work brought the Boom-
town Rats recognittion in the 
U.K. With the American release 
of A Tonic For The Troops, CBS is 
holding no stops in promoting 
the Rats to a n.ition of rock-
starved teenagers. From what 
I 've heard the Rats have been go-
ing down like champions in the 
U.S. They've gotten standing 
ovations and encores every 
night. People are even dancing I 
The Rats are amazing live and 
will be playing in the New York 
area at the end of April. Don ' t 
miss 'eml 
music and sound effects. (This 
does not make for a Jazz Group). 
The young musicians, in this 
group are Rick A rend , bass; John 
Horton, guitar; John Hone, 
drums; Paul Shwartz, guitar. 
While the arrangements were 
inventive, they were by no 
means polished . On the arrange-
ment "California Weekend 
Goodbye," " The Thing In Dee" 
and " Return to Wherever" there 
is promise but very little 
substance. Bakoda should be 
able to come together if they 
turn down the amplifiers and es-
tablish a definite personality . 
John Weick was up next doing 
his interpretations on piano. As a 
rule of thumb soloist are at a dis-
advantage, but Weick handled it 
well , with a lot of mellow uncom-
plicated arrangements. I give 
John an " A " for effort. If I had 
put him in a catagory it would 
have to be " just competent." 
Weick may not have been jum-
ping, but at least he had a grasp 
of his instrument. 
The sound o f the Bayonne 
Behop Deluxe Band filled the Lit-
tle Theater, as these guys per-
formed to a partisan crowd. With 
Bobby Leeds and Jack Leeds do-
ing the honors on the saxes, 
Mike Bell on guitar, and David 
Post and Rocco Russomana on 
acoustic bass and drums 
" Bebop" took off. The arrange-
ments were all extremely tight , 
but the Leeds brothers took the 
spotlight time after time with "-
just plain good" reed work . It 
looked like this was the band to 
beat. 
Until the last band took the 
stage, it looked like the Bayonne 
Bebop Deluxe Band was going to 
take the honors . However this 
would not be the case as the last 
band Awareness gave a perfor-
mance not to be outdone. Jibril 
Abdul , trumpet , Jimmy Jones, 
tenor sax; Salim Salaam on bass; 
Hank Brown on drums and 
(C!mtinued on page 15) 
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More of Charlie Daniels' Band 
C.C.B. presents ••• 
Phoco by Rob Axelson 
Tom Crain singing some heavy dllty vocals. 
Phoro by Joe Leacherwood 
The Charlie Daniels Band. A great concerti 
Monday Night Jazz Program 
Photo by Ralph Abbace Phoco by Ralph Abbate 
Every other Monday night the Kean College Jazz Club presents a differ~nt program. 
~rch 22, 1979 INDEPENDENT -
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of the week 
presents 
Woody Allen's 
"What 's Up 1~iger Liley" 
March 28, 1979 
Little Theatre 
3 & 8 P.M. 
Free Admission 
""l~he Winslow Boy" 
by Terence Rat1igan 
with Robert Donat and Margaret l.Righton 
* * * 
The second of a three part series 
"The Adolescent in Film" 
* * * 
Wednesday, March 28, 1979 
3:00 & 8:00 p.m. 
Room JOO Hutchinson Hall 
* * * 
Dr. Dan Di Salvi • Dr. Bonnie Kind 
Dr: C harles Fethe • M r. Jerome Krueger 
City Attorney, Linden will discuss the 
film in the evening 
VIDEO-TAPE 
SHOWCASE 
March 26-27, 28, 30 
In Sloan Lounge From 12-3 
Featuring: 
History of the Beatles 
Great Heavyweight Fights 
The Comedy of Robert Klein 
and 
Eric Cla·pton and Cream 
Sponsored by Student Activities 
Student Activities 
Monday Night Jazz Series 
presen ts 
Jlhe Jazz Showcase 
featuring 
The Winners of the 
March 19th Jazz Audition 





OUTING <;LlJ B 
What are you doing during to get away from it all this 
the spring break'! The Out- spring, come to Tennessee 
ing Club is going to the with the Outing Club. To 
scenic Smokey Mountains in learn more about the trip 
Tennessee. We are goi ng to come to our meetings every 
backpack about 40 miles. Tuesday at I :40 in J-132. Or 
T he trip will be for the whole if you're unable to attend the 
week. So if you like hiking, meetings call Tom at 277-
the outdoors and really want 6877 or Mary at 377-9162. 
Classifieds 
LOS'! 
Black and tan shepherd mix missirig 
since Monday night, March 12, 
1979. He was last seen near Uougall 
Hall and is wearing a blue collar, a 
metal chocker collar, and a while 
Ilea collar. If you have any info, 
pleace call Anne at 527-2876. 
lJ w A n:u HA IR 
1-'lkMA 1-:NTLY klMOVEU 
AIDA LITW ACK 
certified electrologist 
269 Gregory Ave. 
W. Orange, 736-5749 
by appt. 
"'AN.1 lU 
Motm1ted individual interested in 
i:olden earning opportunity of own 
µarl-time business-commissions, 
bonuses. overrides, bonus car, no 
lay-offs. no time clocks. At the same 
lune help environment and well-be-
mg of olhers. (. all for an appoint-
ment . "'e Jr11in you to be successful 
- Shallee <. orp .• list on N. \. Stock 
l·.xchange. (. heck it out. 241-9J8U 
or ·1-1J-I/JJI. 
Los·, 
IU."'AkU -14k Gold Bracelet lost 
on campus on March 12. Please call 





"lh f!=-- -ttholastic 
Aptitude Test (SAT) 
will be administered 
in Spanish at Kean 
College on April 7, 
1979. The test will be 
given in W ill is 100 at 
9:30 a.m. contact 
Maria T obenas in the 
Admiss ions Off ice 
(5272195 ) be f ore 





ship Applications for next 
year are now available in the 
Financial Aid Office. The 
scholarship allows the reci-
pients to pay in-state taition 
and fees. The deadline for 
returning the application to 
the Financial Aid Office is 
May I, 1979. See Ms. Earley 
in the Financial Aid Office 








Dr. Babu Ghanta 
of' the Economics. Geo-
~raphy and Mana!(ement 
Science Dept. 
HOW TO MAKE 
YOU R MONEY 
WO RK FO R YOU 
12: 15 Alumni L!!e 






Judith A. Vitolo 
Asst. Director of 
Student Placement 
Services 
* * * 
This workshop provides you 
with hints, information, and 
strategies to effectively aid 
you in your job hunt, news-
paper ads, JJrivate employ-
ment agencies, and resume 
mailings are not always the 
answer! This workshop will 
tell you about some non-
traditional ways to look fo r a 
job. 
March 29 








Fred Benjam_in Dance Company 
Apr i I 3 - 8 : 00 P. M. 
Wilkins Theatre 
No Tickets Required 
.. 
C.C.B. Special Events 
presents 
Lonnie Liston Smith. 
Gill Scott Heron 
Brian Jackson 
, in concert 
. * * * 
March 26 - 8:00 P.M. 
Wilkins Theatre . 
Tickets are still available at the 
· C.C.B. Office in the College Center 
$4.00 each, I.D. required 
March 11, 1979 
FREE 
FREE 
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Palermo Happy With Kean Progress 
by Jim Ogle 
The future continues to look bright for the Kean College 
basketball team. With only two seniors back from last-year's 
23-5 team, the Squires managed a 15-10 record with freshmen 
and untested sophomores at key positions. 
'" I'm well pleased with the 
team's progress', Joe Palermo, 
the head coach, said, " our 
record was well beyond my ex-
pectations. We were 9-3 the last 
half of the year and I think that 's 
an indication of our potential. " 
Manfre, Bearthur Johnson and 
Billy Ortiz finished very strong at 
both ends of the courts. " 
Manfre, a native of lselin, was 
the most promising freshman. 
He averaged eight points and 
four rebounds a game and 
Jersey City, broke into the star-
ting lineup midway through the 
season and had 28 and 21 points 
in key victories over Newark 
Rutgers and Western Connec-
ticut. 
"Bee had an excellent overall 
season," Palermo said. " He 
shows great promise and is a 
potential all-star if he continues 
to develop." Johnson averaged 
7.1 points and 6.0 rebounds. 
" We took some lumps early, 
but the younger players gained a 
Jot of experience, which started 
to pay off near the ~d__,_ ~i~e 
showed good poise under pres- Ortiz, also a sophomore from 
sure. He was also an 82 percent Jersey City, was in and out of the 
foul shooter. starting lineup. He started slow, 
last six games. 
" Billy had super games against 
Western Connecticut and Up-
sala," Palermo said. " He showed 
unselfishness, excellent defense 
and gave us the outside shot we 
lacked all year. " 
Steve Depts, a senior from East 
Orange, led the team in scoring 
with 15.1 points. He ends his 
career with 1,152 points, fifth on 
the all-time Kean list. 
Jerome Hubbard, a senior 
from Neptune, averaged 8.4 
points and 6.3 rebounds. 
Randy Byrd, a part-time starter 
from Paterson, averaged 9.7 
points and 8.4 rebounds. He' ll be 
hard to keep out of the lineup 
next year. Byrd is a sophomore. 
Henry Sumter, a freshman 
from Jersey , City, played 17 
games and averaged 6.4 points, 
while Brian Cavanagh, a junior 
from Bloomfield, averaged 3.6 
points in just 13 games. 
" We'll have a young, ex-
perienced team next year," 
Palermo said, "a little like last 
year when we won 23. Pl us I 
think we' ll be getting a couple 
good freshmen in to help. 
Johnsonr--.a-Sophomore_ froJ:!) _ !?u.!_ c~me on like gangbusters the 
-Kean Karate C1lub 
The Kean College Karate Club 
is a club sport program spon-
sored by the Department of In-
tramural-Recreational Sports. 
The club was newly established 
in September, 1978, by Black Belt 
instructor, Chris Caggiano who 
transferred from Colorado State 
University. Sensei (instructor) 
Caggiano is a second degree 
Black Belt, who has studied the 
Shorin-Ryu system of Okinawan 
karate. He is registered under 
the American Karate Federa-
tion, and is a certified instructor 
of that organization. 
Although some ot the stars will graduate, most of this years winning basketball squad will be back next 
year. 
The Kean College Karate Club 
is now in its second semester and 
is enjoying great success. Club 
participants are men and 
women, faculty, staff and student 
members of the college com-
munity. Sensei Caggiano is en-
couraged by the dedication and 
determination his club members 
have displayed. A group of 
students who have conscien-
tiously trained since September 
SUPPOR'I' SQUIRE 
LACROSSE 
Head C:oach: Hawley Waterman 
Asst. Coaches: t-1ike (.;iordano and Hruce Peragallo 
l ri Captains: Marc Remoli , Warren Wal Isch lager, Ray Hock 
SCHEDUU: 
Date Opponent Site Time 
I hurs ., March 29 The Citadel H 3:00 
~at. , March 31 5itockton H 1 :00 
Wed ., April 4 •Marrst H 3:45 
~at., April 7 ~tevens A 1 :00 
rues., April 10 Drew A 3:30 
I hurs., April 12 MCCC .. H" A 4:00 
~at. , April 14 •Dowling H 1 :00 
Wed ., April 18 fDU Madison A 3:00 
lhurs. , April 19 fDU Madison .. H" H 3:45 
~at. , April 21 West Chester H 1 :00 
Mon., April 23 ~!evens ·• H" H 4:00 
Wed ., April 25 •fDU l eaneck A 3:45 
Fri. , April 27 *NY Marnime H 4:00 
~un ., April 29 Alumni H 1 :00 
I ues., May 1 Queens A 3:30 
Wed. , May 2 •CCNY A 3:30 
Fri ., May 4 *Montclair H 3:45 
I ues., May ll Upsala H 4:00 
•Knickerbocker Conlerence Game "8" J.V. Games 
I he 1979 ~quires Lacrosse season will prove to be a very 
exciting and rewarding experience tor its tans. Without your 
support, our young team will not be able to contend tor 
Conterence domination. 
l'LEASI:, FOLLOW US ·10 THI: TOP! 
Raymond Bock is a senior midtielder who probably is one of 
the more exciting players to watch. His reckless play and great 
knowledge of lacrosse will provide thrill and chills in 1979. 
Warren is a senior attackmen trom Maplewood. He scored 65 
points for the Squires in 1978 and was selected to the all 
conlerence team. 
were recently promoted to a 
higher rank, after successfully 
completing a formal physical 
test. 
Sensei Caggiano believes in 
strict, formal classes. Self-disci-
pline is strongly emphasized, as 
well as developing healthy atti-
tudes of self-confidence, respect 
and peace of mind. The classes 
are of a serious nature with no 
joking, rough-necking or dis-
tracting behavior tolerated. 
Much is accomplished in a single 
hour and a half class session. 
Sensei Caggiano covers every 
aspect of the martial art from 
basic physical conditioning, to 
techniques of self-defense in-
cluding basic punches, kicks, 
blocks, breaking, sparring and 
performance of " kata," a formal 
pre-planned exercise. Through 
continual practice of karate one 
will develop a healthy and agile 
body , increased stamina and en-
durance and a frame of mind of 
self-worth knowing you are 
achieving your peak physical 
potential. 
Beginning students are 
welcome at any time, Sensei 
Caggiano is happy to begin 
newcomers at the basic level. 
Newcomers are gradually condi-
tioned into the class, since the 
advanced students are capable 
, of more strenuous activity. The 
pioneer members who have 
been with Sensei Caggiano since 
September, have given the 
Department of Intramural-
Recreational Sports tremen-
dous feedback on both the 
classes and the instructions of 
Chris Caggiano. They find the 
classes to be extremely exhilerat-
ing and refreshing! 
All interested persons are in-
vited to audit or attend a class on 
the following days: Mondays, 
5:00-6:30 p.m. , CSW-109; 
Wednesdays, 4:30-6:00 p.m., D-
107. . 
You will amaze yourself by 
what you can accomplish given 
the proper instructions and 
motivation! 
Special Activities 
Mon., March 26, 1979 
* * * 
8-9 P.M. 
* * * 
Campus School Gym 109 
* * * 
First Session 
Physical Activities 
(Sports, Games, Dance) 
For Physically Han-
dicapped 
Kean College Students 
Wheelchairs and Crutches 
Aids are encouraged. 
Contact Edith Resnick, 
Physical Ed. Dept. 
for any further info 
Phone 527-2102 
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Hockey Interview: Coach O'Donnell 
by George l: dmondson 
Kean Hockey Coach Tom W. 
O 'Donnell has announced t hat 
Ed Deresky w ill ca pta in the 1979-
80 version ot the Squire Express. 
Joining Deresky wi ll be assistant 
captains Rob Rohlander and 
Louie Nyitray. Deresky , who will 
be a junior next season, takes 
over from Mike Griff in, who is 
graduating. 
The Deresky name is no 
stranger to New Jersey hockey 
tans. Ed 's older brother has been 
a star perlormer for the New 
Jersey Rockets and the New 
Jersey Cobras in the sem i-pro 
leagues. As tor l:d, h is hockey 
career goes back to his grade 
school days. Dere_sky came up 
through the Livingston Hockey 
Club. While playing for the club, 
Ed played on teams that traveled 
the Northeast United States and 
Canada . A tour year starter for 
Livingston High School , Dere-
sky was twice a first team all-
starter in New Jersey. Upon h is 
arrival at Kean, l:d was thrust into 
the roll ot the scoring detense-
men. A ser ious in jury in an auto-
mobile acc id ent mid-wa y 
through his freshman year failed 
to stop 11eresky, as he has 
emerged as perhaps the top 
detenseman in the Metro-
p o l i ta n C o llegiat e H oc key 
Leag ue. W hen questioned shor-
tly befo re last Satu rdday 's CDB 
concert , Deresky sta ted that he 
was t lattered at h is being 
selected captain. "I hope tha t in 
my two rema in ing seasons I ca n 
help bring a Met League Champ-
ionship to Kean . We have good 
people coming back next season 
and the effort that Coacl-i 
O 'Dcmnell and the stall are mak-
ing in regards to recruiting can 
on ly make us primary con-
tenders tor the crown next year." 
Rob Rohlander will f ind him-
sell in a strange position next 
year. He will be the only return-
ing member ot the original Kean 
Hockey Club. Rohlander has 
been a three year starter for the 
Squires . His versitilit y has made 
him a key member ot the Ex-
press. When injuries plagued the 
Kean defensive corps the past 
two seasons, Rohlander has 
jumped to the back line to give 
the Squires a needed lift. He is by 
no means a star, but Rob Roh-
lander through dedication and 
determ ination has made h im-
sell a good hockey player. His 
sp ir it and mot ivation wi ll provide 
the needed lilt to r the Squ ires as 
they continue to upgrade their 
hockey program. 
Lo uie Nyitray is also no 
stranger to tans at rinks th rough-
out the sta te. He has been p lay-
ing organized hockey si nce the 
9th grade. For two and a ha lf 
years, Lou had been the start ing 
goaltender for New Jersey's best 
Junior B hockey team, The 
Golden Blades. Last year in his 
freshman season, Lou had a good 
record in backing up Bobby 
Brummer. This year, Nyitray 
played in 24 of the Squires 31 
contests. In_ talking to Lou, he 
commented on the need for a 
good recruiting year. ·· If we can 
pick up some good defensemen 
and people to replace Griffin , 
Cooney, Lang and Primavera, 
we ' ll be OK. This season we were 
only a Tom Mullin and Moose 
Scala away from the title." 
Coach O 'Donnell spoke a little 
about this newest braintrust. " Ed 
Deresky is probably the best 
hockey player ever to come to 
Kean . I saw it fit to name him cap-
tain as a junior because he is a 
player that the entire squad 
looks up to. He is a team pla yer 
Ed Deresky shown here against Columbia will captain the Squire Ex-
press next year. 
Kean Nine Going South 
and a natural leader. There was 
just no better man for the job. 
Rohlander is a motivator. A 
player like Rob is great to be 
around . He picks everyone up 
and keeps them going, Roh-
lander is a winner! Lou Nyitray is 
blessed with a great amount of 
experience and hockey sense. I 
hope that he can transmit these 
attributes to the rest of the 
Ice Chirps-Queens College of 
New York was the eventual 
winner of the Met League Play-
off, defeating F.D.U. by a 8-6 
score Sunday night ... Squire 
players were happy to see that 
the leagues bag of hot air, The 
Rutgers Hockey Team, was 
knocked out of the playoffs in 
the first round ... 1st Annual Kean 
vs. Alumni Street Hockey Game 
to be held May 5th. See " The 
The Kean College baseball 
team leaves for " spring train-
ing" in Florida , March 22 and 
Coach Rich Bakker believes the 
trip will pay off during the 
season . 
"The trip means a lot to our 
program and the season," 
Bakker said. "We' ll finally be 
ready to play on opening day." 
The Squires open April 4 at St. 
Peter 's. 
Kean will work out for three 
days, then play six games in f ive 
days against the Miami Dade 
schools ... North, South and 
Downtown. 
" Last year we opened against 
Rider and that was our second 
day outside," Bakker recalled . 
" It was their 13th game and we 
lost 6-1 on nine walks. You just 
Cregge's Quiz Corner 
by Jim Cregge 
1. Name the athlete who in 
one day set 6 World Track and 
field records . 
2. Identify the youngest 
player at Wimbledon? 
3. Who was the loser of the 
longest match ever played at 
Wimbledon? 
4. Name the two women who 
are tied for the most career Wim-
bledon championships. 
5. Name the Persian sport that 
got its start in the early S0O's B.C. 
6. Identify the Englishman 
who set the record for the most 
number of motorcycle cham-
pionsh ip wins in one year . 
7. Identify the N.Y. Giants 
quarterback who set the curren-
tly tied record of the most 
number of touchdown passes in 
a game. 
8. Eddie LeBaron set a record 
for the shortest pass completion 
in NFL history. How long was it? 
9. What country did pocket 
billiards come from? 
10 . Identify the only 
Americans to win the World 
Driving Championship. 
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Entry Deadline: March 27 
Enter in the Intramural Sports O ff ice 
D-114, D'Angola Gym. 
* * * 
CONTEST WILL BE HELO IN TH E: 
PUB ON APRIL 5 
can ' t get ready in the gym." 
Kean 's prospects appear good 
for the year, with the return of 
All-America . Mike Ferrara of 
Berkeley Heights. Ferrara, also 
the best pitcher, hit .452 as the 
designated hitter. 
team." 
Recreation Rou_nd Up 
INTRAMURAL SPORTS 
Basketball 
Men's Eastern Division 
Knight 's 
Krones 
Phantom Beer Drinkers 
Nosotros 
Sigma Beta Tau 
Nu Sigma Phi 
Electrical Outlets 
Nu Delta Pi 










Alpha Theta Phi 4-1 
Sigma Beta Chi - 2-3 
Nu Theta Chi 2-3 
Men's Western Division 
Owls 6-0 
Sigma Theta Chi 5-0 
T.F.'s 4-2 
Cousins in Harmony 4-2 





Running Rebs 1-5 
Women's Western Division 
Tappa Kegga Beer 5-1 
Delta Sigma Phi 4-2 
Lambda Chi Rho 1-5 
Sigma Kappa Phi 1-5 
••• 
GAME HIGHLIGHTS 
On Monday night, the Krones 
(5-1) beat Nu Delta Pi (1-5) by a 
mere 4 points. Tom Bla ney, of 
the Krones, was the high scorer 
of the game w ith 26 points. The 
final score was 42-38. Ti na Gib-
son, of the women 's team Chic, 
scored 30 points in their victory 
over Alpha Theta Phi whi ch 
ended with the fi na I score 65-11 . 
Tina was the high scorer of the 
week . This is the second week 
that a woma n was the h igh scor-
ing p layer for t he week . 
In a close game on Tuesday 
night, Br ick (2-3) beat Cousi ns in 
Harmony (4-2) 40-39. Cousi ns' 
Calv in Walker was the high 
scorer w ith 19 po in ts. Laure n 
Green led her team , Sigma 
Kappa Phi , with 6 points in their 
vi ctory over Lambda Chi Rho. 
The Third World M ovement 's 
B. W alker sco red 25 points in 
their 78-43 upset oyer Nu Sigma 
Phi. Joe Tor res of Nu Sigma Phi 
led his team with 24 points. The 
Phantom Beer Drinkers beat 
Nosotros 53-44 with Martin Clark 
as high scorer. The Phantom 
Beer Drinkers are a four game 
winning streak. 
Thursday night, Cousins in 
Harmony defeated Puck you 48-
28. The Owls maintained their 
undefeated title when they 
played the Running Rebs and 
beat them 62-19. Eloy Ashworth , 
of the Owls, was the high scorer 
with 28 points. 
• • • 
COMING UP 
Tennis Doubles 
Entry deadline is March 30. Or-
ganizational meeting April 3, 
College Hour in D-125. Sign up 
in D-114 D 'Angola Gym . 
• • • 
Disco Dance Contest 
Will be held on April 5 at the 
Kean College Pub. The En try 
Deadl ine is March 27. Sign up in 
D-114 D 'Angola Gym . 
• • • 
GET IN SHAPE 
Ted Hryniw was the first per-
son to accumulate 100 points for 
the Century Club. 
• • • 
The Department of Intra-
mural-Recreational Sports en-
courages all members of the 
college community to get in-
volved . If you jog, swim, or cycle 
(or if you do them al l!) submit a 
3x5" index card to the Intra-
mural O ffice w ith your mileage. 
They will convert your mileage 
into points and you w ill be on 
your way to t he 100 point goal 
and better health. Champ ion T-
Shirts will be awarded to each 






Men's Women 's Co-Rec 
Entry Deadline: March 30 
Organizational Meeting: April 3 
College Hour, D-125 
Intramural Sports Offi ce 
D-114 D'An gola Gym 
527-2229 
